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corporate overview
Kuwait Petroleum International Lubricants, operating under the Q8Oils brand, has become a major player
in the global lubricants market. Our success is founded on significant corporate resources, a commitment
to product development and uncompromising standards of quality and service.
Our organisation combines a flexible, dynamic structure with a culture that encourages innovation, whilst
our employees share the vision and confidence to exceed customers expectations by offering products of
the highest quality with a professional, personal service and superior levels of technical support.

Kuwait Export Crude

Kuwait Petroleum International (KPI)

Most petroleum products are derived from crude
oil which as a natural material has a tendency to
vary in type and quality depending on its source.

KPIL is a division of KPI, the international
marketing and refining arm of the Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation. KPI coordinates the
sales of all petroleum based products through
an organisation that comprises of two refineries,
a research & development facility and over 5,000
retail outlets. KPI has 5,000 employees, sales
exceeding 75 million litres a day and a net
turnover of $10 billion a year.

Kuwait Export Crude is however unique, its
consistency and superior quality make it the
perfect feed-stock for refining high quality base
oils and other petroleum derivatives.
With complete control of our raw materials we
can guarantee a consistency of product quality
matched by no other company such that our
customers can have complete confidence in
the performance of our products now and in
the future.

Kuwait Petroleum Europoort
Our European refinery in the Netherlands
processes 4 million tons of crude oil every year.
The base oils, process oils and waxes it produces
are hydro-finished, a unique process that
removes any remaining impurities rendering
them clear, pure and very oxidation stable.
Ultimately therefore it is our customers who
benefit. Oxidation stability engenders Q8
products with a superior performance that
extends the life of the components they protect,
whilst the colour, biodegradability or low-hazard
status offers customers the opportunity to
reduce costs and gain a competitive edge.

Lubricant Blending Plants
We operate four blending plants in Europe,
strategically located between Scandinavia and
the Mediterranean so that regardless of where
our customers operate we have a facility close
enough to satisfy demand. Testimony to our
commitment to product quality is that all the
plants have achieved QS or ISO accreditation.
Globally we continue to develop strategic
partnerships as we expand our international
business interests.
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Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC)
The underlying strength of KPI and KPIL is our
parent company the Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation. As one of the worlds largest oil
producers KPC’s reserves are forecast to last
another 190 years at current rates of
consumption.
Combined with its significant financial resources
it is KPC that makes Kuwait Petroleum
International Lubricants a secure, long term
supplier for any business partner.
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Kuwait Petroleum Research &
Technology (KPR&T)
Kuwait Petroleum Research & Technology is KPIs
European development facility. We employ over
eighty scientific and administrative staff whose
challenge is to satisfy the increasing demands of
component technology, maintenance practices
and the environment in which we work and live.
This objective is achieved through technical
innovation and combining our extensive
knowledge of the refining process with the
very latest in additive technology.
The result is that within our industry KPR&T
continues to be recognised as a centre for
technical excellence, whilst KPIL maintains its
position as a leading supplier of lubricants.

Products & Markets
The Q8Oils product portfolio consists of over
1,000 grades of finished lubricants, base oils,
process oils, extracts and waxes. This
comprehensive range makes KPIL one of the
most complete suppliers of lubricants and
petroleum based products in the industry.
In the automotive sector we monitor the demands
of all the original equipment manufacturers in
markets as diverse as passenger cars, commercial
vehicles, public transport, agriculture, construction
and two-wheels, working closely with all of them
to exploit the potential of our product quality
and development expertise.

Customers
We are dedicated to serving the needs of our
customers by striving to understand, anticipate
and satisfy their needs faster and better than our
competitors.
To achieve this our objective is to develop and
supply products and services which reflect
customer demands in each of our market
sectors, constantly striving to differentiate KPIL
by the quality, innovation and superiority of the
‘total package’.
Our cultural values and ethics also reflect a
deeply held belief that our objectives are best
achieved by managing our affairs in a highly
professional, ethical and business like manner so
that our customers and shareholders, with whom
we share a responsibility to protect the
environment, can have trust, confidence and
pride in their relationship with us.

Safety, Health & Environment
The Safety, Health and Environment of our
employees, business partners and neighbours is
one of the highest priorities for our company.
Kuwait Petroleum International Lubricants
conducts its business so that SHE responsibility
and accountability are assigned at all levels
within our organisation.

The industrial and manufacturing sectors have
also experienced dramatic changes in recent
years due to the increasing demand for quality
and productivity. Recognising these often
conflicting issues, we have made it our goal to
help customers achieve their objectives by
supplying quality products and technical expertise.
In the base and process oil markets the superior
performance of our refined products is world
renowned and our ‘special blend’ technology
second to none. The combined features of
quality, consistency and colour have lead to a
demand for those products from a diverse range
of customers.
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Passenger Car Engine Oils
Q8 Formula Plus

15W-40

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Formula
Advanced

ACEA A3/B3; API SL/CF
MB 229.1; VW 501 01/505 00

10W-40

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Formula
Excel

5W-40

10W-50

Specifications:

5W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:
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A synthetic SAE 5W-30 passenger car engine oil for normal and extended drain intervals. Specially
formulated for Volkswagen passenger car gasoline and diesel engines meeting Euro IV with flexible
drain intervals (WIV). It is also specified for ACEA C2 & C3 applications, particularly the ACEA C2
requirements of Peugeot Citroën for Euro IV passenger car gasoline and diesel engines.

ACEA C3
BMW Longlife-04
JASO DL-1; ACEA C2; VW 504 00/507 00

5W-30

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Formula
Elite C2

High performance, high viscosity synthetic engine oil for high performance passenger cars with
normally aspirated or turbo charged gasoline or diesel engines.

ACEA A3/B4-08

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Formula
Exclusive C1

A synthetic 5W-40 lubricant designed to provide optimum engine protection. Its low viscosity,
high quality formulation, helps increase fuel efficiency and release engine power in high
performance motor cars. Suitable for petrol and diesel engines.

VW 502 00/505 00/505 01; Renault RN 0700/0710; ACEA A3/B4; API SM/CF
MB 229.3; Porsche Oil Category A40; VW 502 00/505 00/505 01;
Renault RN 0700/0710; BMW Longlife-01
GM LL-025B; PSA B71 2296; VW 505 01; Ford M2C 917-A

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Formula
V Long Life

A synthetic based engine oil for high performance petrol and diesel engines. It improves fuel
efficiency, reduces oil consumption, eases cold weather starting and reduces engine wear.

ACEA A3/B4-08
MB 229.1; VW 501 01/505 00

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Formula F1

A mineral based oil for all types of driving conditions that reduces exhaust emissions and oil
consumption. It protects engines at high temperatures and is suitable for petrol, diesel and LPG engines.

The ultra-high performance synthetic engine oil with Low SAPS Technology has been specially designed
for the latest generation of engines. Given its specifications, the product is suitable for all passenger car
diesel engines with or without diesel particulate filters, as well as petrol and gas engines (powered by
LPG or natural gas). Its excellent cold start and high temperature viscosity helps to reduce fuel
consumption. Low mechanical wear and tear when the engine is started up from cold ensures that the
engine’s performance is maintained over a long period of time.

ACEA A5/B5-07
Ford M2C 934-B/M2C 912 & 913A/B; Landrover (diesel), Jaguar (diesel),
Mazda (engines requiring ACEA C1 in the recommendations)

5W-30

Ultra high performance synthetic engine oil for passenger cars and commercial vehicles with
normally aspirated or turbo-charged gasoline, LPG or diesel Euro IV & Euro V engines requiring
Low SAPS oil. Especially suited for Peugeot Citroën Euro IV & Euro V engines equipped with or
without DPF and backward compatible for PSA engines requiring ACEA A1/B1 and ACEA A5/B5
engine oil specification.

ACEA A1/B1/A5/B5/C2
PSA B71 2290
MAZDA C2

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

STOU

Q8 Formula
VX Long Life

5W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

The ultra-high performance synthetic engine oil with Low SAPS Technology has been
specially designed for the latest generation of VW engines. Given its specifications, the
product is suitable for all passenger car diesel engines with or without diesel particulate
filters, as well as petrol and gas engines (powered by LPG or natural gas). Its excellent cold
start and high temperature viscosity helps to reduce fuel consumption. Low mechanical
wear and tear when the engine is started up from cold ensures that the engine’s
performance is maintained over a long period of time.

ACEA C3
MB 229.51; VW 504 00/507 00
ACEA C2; BMW Longlife-04; Porsche C30

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Q8 Formula
Special G Long Life

5W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

A synthetic, passenger car, extended drain engine oil specially formulated for General
Motors group passenger car gasoline and diesel engines with flexible oil drain intervals.
It demonstrates fuel consumption saving characteristics and is backward compatible with
GM Opel engines requiring Dexos 2, GM-LL-A-25 & GM-LL-B-25 and also suited for
BMW, Mercedes Benz, Mini Kia, Huyndai, Suzuki and Chevrolet.

ACEA A3/B4-07; API SM/CF
GM Dexos 2; MB 229.51; VW 502 00/505 01; BMW Longlife-04
ACEA C2

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Q8 Formula
R Long Life

5W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:

Ultra High Performance Low SAPS synthetic engine Oil for latest Renault Euro V engines
equipped with a DPF requiring RN 0720. Extended drain intervals up to 30.000 KM are
possible. This engine oil is developed for Renault diesel engines.

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

ACEA A5/B5-04
RENAULT RN 0720

Transformer Oils

Q8 Formula
M Long Life

5W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Formula
Ultra

0W-30

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

The ultra-high performance synthetic engine oil for passenger cars has been specially
designed for Volvo engines. Its excellent cold start and high temperature viscosity helps to
reduce fuel consumption. Low mechanical wear and tear when the engine is started up
from cold ensures that the engine’s performance is maintained over a long period of time.

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

ACEA A1/B1/A5/B5; API SJ/CF
VOLVO

5W-30

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

ACEA A3/B4-04
BMW LONGLIFE-04; MB 229.51; PORSCHE A40;
VW 502 00/505 00/505 01

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Formula
Techno FE

Synthetic Low SAPS SAE 5W-40 passenger car engine oil for normal and extended drain
intervals. Especially suited for Mercedes-Benz Euro V diesel engines equipped with a DPF
requiring MB-Approval 229.51 & 229.31 engine oil specification.

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes

A synthetic based, fuel-efficient oil for manufacturers who require this level of performance and
specification. Techno 5W-30 is particularly suitable for high performance motor cars with Euro IV
and Euro V multivalve engines and catalysts. The preferred engine oil for modern Ford power units.

ACEA A5/B5
Ford WSS M2C913-A/B/C

Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Ancillary Products
Technical Support

Passenger Car Engine Oils
Q8 Formula
Techno FE Plus

5W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Formula
Exclusive Eco

ACEA A1/B1/A5/B5
Ford WSS M2C 913C/D

5W-20

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Formula Ultra

Efficient synthetic SAE 5W-30 engine oil - with demonstrable fuel savings - with the latest
additive technology as developed for the new generation Ford diesel engines. This product is also
suitable for existing generation Ford petrol and diesel engines as required under Ford M2C 912A,
913-A/B/C specifications.

Efficient synthetic SAE 5W-20 engine oil, which results in demonstrable 0.9% fuel savings
compared to standard SAE 5W-20 engine oil. Q8 Formula Exclusive Eco 5W-20 uses the latest
additive technology as developed for Ford Euro 5 Ecoboost petrol engines.

ACEA A1/B1; API SN
Ford M2C 948-B

0W-20

Specifications:

Synthetic high performance engine oil, specially developed for obtainingfuel economy.
The product is recommended for certain petrol engines of Japaneseand American origin.

API SN; ILSAC GF-5

Commercial Vehicle Engine Oils
Q8 T 910

5W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 905

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:
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The ultra-high performance synthetic engine oil with Low SAPS Technology has been specially
designed for utility vehicles fitted with diesel particulate filters (DPFs). Depending on the make,
this product is also suitable for utility vehicles fitted with a catalytic converter (e.g. SCR). It is not
recommended for use with high sulphur diesel fuel. This product is also suitable for older diesel
engines retrofitted with DPFs, and offers excellent opportunities to improve the efficiency of
modern HGV fleets. Suited for Euro IV, V and VI engines.

ACEA E6/E7/E9; API CI-4/CJ-4
MB 228.51; Deutz DQC IV-10 LA; Mack EO-N; MAN 3477; Renault RLD-2/RLD-3; Volvo VDS-3/VDS-4
Mack EO-M Plus; MB 226.9; MTU Type 3.1; Renault RXD; Volvo CNG

10W-40

A high performance synthetic heavy duty engine oil with low sulphated ash, phosphorous and
sulphur content. Designed for lubrication of all Euro IV, V and VI engines equipped with a Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF) or catalytic after treatment systems (such as SCR) operating on low sulphur
diesel fuel and under severe heavy duty conditions. Also suitable for Euro 3 engines and engines
retro fitted with a Diesel Particulate Filter.

ACEA E6/E7/E9; API CI-4
DEUTZ DQC III-10 LA; MACK EO-N; MAN 3271-1/3477; MB 228.51;
MTU type 3; Renault VI RLD-2/RXD; Scania LA; Volvo VDS-3; tedom 258-5
CUMMINS CES 20076, -77; CATERPILLAR ECF-1a; DAF HP-2; MACK EO-M PLUS; MB 226.9;
MTU type 3.1; RENAULT VI RGD; VOLVO CNG

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

STOU

Q8 T 904 SAE

10W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Synthetic long drain SAE 10W-40 engine oil, specially developed for diesel engines to
meet Euro IV, V and VI exhaust gas requirements. This Low-SAPS oil protects the various
exhaust gas after-treatment systems.
Q8 T 904 10W-40 has been developed for use in Mercedes, MAN, DAF and Iveco Euro VI
trucks. Also suitable for use in VDS 3/RLD-2-level Volvo and Renault engines.
This product is also often suitable for previous generations of diesel engines that do not
require low SAPS oils. The Low-SAPS additive package also makes it possible to use the
product in gas engines.

ACEA E6/E7; API CI-4
Cummins CES 20076, -77; MB 228.51; MAN M3477/M3271-1
MB 226.9; MTU Type 3.1; Renault VI RLD-2; Volvo VDS-3; Mack EO-N; DAF HP-2;
Deutz DQC III-10LA; JASO DH-2

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids
Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Q8 T 904 FE

10W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:

Synthetic long drain, fuel-saving SAE 10W-30 engine oil that meets Euro IV, V and VI
exhaust gas requirements. This Low-SAPS oil protects the various exhaust gas
after-treatment systems. This oil offers substantial fuel savings in comparison to an
SAE 10W-40, and is an economical alternative to a SAE 5W-30. Q8 T 904 FE 10W-30 is
designed for use in Mercedes, MAN, DAF and Iveco Euro VI. These truck manufacturers
support and encourage the use of fuel-saving engine oils. This oil is also used in VDS3/RLD-2-level Volvo and Renault engines. This product is also often suitable for previous
generations of diesel engines that do not require low SAPS oils. The Low-SAPS additive
package also makes it possible to use the product in gas engines.

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

ACEA E6/E7; API CI-4
Cummins CES 20076, -77; MB 228.51; Deutz DQC III-10LA; Mack EO-N;
MAN M3477; MTU Type 3.1; Renault VI RLD-2; Volvo VDS-3
MB 226.9; DAF HP-2

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Industrial Gear Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Q8 T 760

10W-30

Super High Performance Diesel engine oil with low ash content, limited phosphor &
sulphur, for engines that comply with Euro 5 and the American EPA 2007 demands for
exhaustion gasses. Suitable for long drain intervals and vehicles fitted with particulate
filters and convertors (e.g. SCR). Recommended for Volvo and Renault Euro V, VI engines.
Q8 T 760 15W-40
The 15W-40 version of the Q8 T 760 SAE 10W-30 is developed for Volvo and Renault
(Euro IV, V and VI) engines and also meets the API CJ-4 requirement laid down by U.S.
and Japanese engine manufacturers. This oil is also suitable for use in Mercedes, MAN and
DAF (Euro IV, V and VI) trucks for standard drain intervals. The Q8 T 760 SAE 15W-40, as
a diesel engine oil, is suitable for the lubrication of European, American and Japanese
brands, which combination can often be found in the construction industry and in the
agricultural sector.
Synthetic long drain SAE 10W-40 engine oil, specially developed for Scania Euro V and VI
engines, which require long drain oils. Q8 T 860 S 10W-40 is also suitable for Iveco, Volvo
& Renault (Euro IV & V) and MAN and Mercedes (Euro III) trucks. This oil can be used for
the longest possible oil drain intervals, as specified by these truck manufacturers.

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

ACEA E9; API CJ-4/SM/CF
Mack EO-O Premium Plus; MAN 3575; MB 228.31; Volvo VDS-4; Renault RLD-3
Cummins CES 20081; Cat ECF-3/ECF-2; DDC 93K218; Deutz DQC III-10; MAN 3275;
MTU Type 2.1; JASO DH-2

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids
Water Soluble
Ancillary Products
Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids

Q8 SuperTruck FE

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

5W-30

A fuel efficient, synthetic, Ultra High Performance Diesel engine lubricant especially
recommended for trucks with high performance Euro III engines and Iveco Euro IV, V
engines that operate with extended engine oil drain intervals. Q8 SuperTruck FE can also
be used in other HD diesel engines of commercial vehicles and off-highway equipment
which are normally aspirated, turbocharged or supercharged.

ACEA E4/E7
MAN 3277; MB 228.5, 235.28
Renault RXD; Voith Oil Class B; DAF HP1/HP2; Mack EO-M Plus; MB 235.28;
MTU Type 3; Scania LDF; Volvo VDS-3; Iveco Euro IV and V

Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Ancillary Products
Technical Support

Commercial Vehicle Engine Oils
Q8 T 860

10W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:

ACEA E4/E7, API CI-4/CH-4/CG-4
Cummins CES 20077, -78; Deutz DQC III-05; Mack EO-M; MAN 3277; MB 228.5; MTU Type 3; Scania
LDF-II; Volvo VDS-3; tedom 258-4
DAF; JASO DH-1; RENAULT VI RXD/RLD-2; Mack EO-N

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 860 S

10W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 800

10W-40

15W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:
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Q8 T 750 can be used in all high performance four stroke diesel engines operating on low
sulphur diesel fuel (<0.05 % mass) and under severe heavy duty conditions. Extended oil drain
intervals, as indicated by the OEM for high quality diesel engine oils, can be applied. Its advanced
formulation combines the world's highest diesel & petrol specifications, making it the market
leader for mixed fleet applications. The diesel engines may be normally aspirated, turbo-charged
or super-charged, with or without inter-cooling and fitted in commercial vehicles or off-highway
equipment. It is also suitable for application in passenger cars with petrol or diesel engines.

ACEA E7/B4/A3; API CI-4/SL
Cummins CES 20078; Mack EO-M/N; MAN M3275-1; Deutz DQC III-10; tedom 258-3;
MB 228.3; MTU Type 2; Renault VI RLD-2; ZF TE-ML 07C; Volvo VDS-3
Cummins CES 20071, -72, -76, -77; MB 229.1; CATERPILLAR ECF-1/ECF-2; Renault VI RLD;
Global DHD-1; ZF TE-ML 04C

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

A part synthetic high performance diesel engine lubricant for low emission Euro III and IV engines,
which can help reduce fuel consumption. It can be used in high performance four stroke diesel
engines in on- or off-road applications (with or without turbo charging and intercooling), that
operate under severe conditions and with extended oil drain intervals. It is also suitable for
passenger car gasoline engines and smaller direct injection diesel engines.

ACEA E7/B4/A3; API CI-4/SL
MACK EO-N; MAN 3275 -1; Deutz DQC III-05/10; RENAULT VI RLD-2; TEDOM 258-3;
VOLVO VDS-3
Cummins 20071,-72,-76, -77, recommended for 20078; Mack EO-N;
MB 228.3/229.1; MTU Type 2; CATERPILLAR ECF-1/ECF-2

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 520

Synthetic long drain SAE 10W-40 engine oil, specially developed for Scania Euro V and VI engines,
which require long drain oils. Q8 T 860 S 10W-40 is also suitable for Iveco, Volvo & Renault (Euro
IV & V) and MAN and Mercedes (Euro III) trucks. This oil can be used for the longest possible oil
drain intervals, as specified by these truck manufacturers.

ACEA E4/E7; API CF
Scania LDF-III
MAN 3277; MB 228.5; Renault RXD/RLD-2; Volvo VDS-3

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 T 750

An Ultra High Performance Diesel engine oil incorporating synthetic base oils. It is approved by
MAN to MAN 3277 CRT and also by Mercedes Benz to their MB-Approval 228.5
allowing drain periods of 100,000 km.

15W-40
20W-50

A universal mixed fleet engine lubricant for use in high performance four stroke diesel engines of
commercial vehicles, buses, off-highway/construction or military equipment, that are normally
aspirated, turbocharged or supercharged. The engines can operate under moderate to heavy
duty conditions where normal or moderately extended oil drain intervals are applied. It is also
suitable for passenger cars and vans.

API CG-4/SJ/CF; ACEA A2/B2/E2
MTU Type 1
MACK EO-L PLUS; MAN 271; MB 228.1; VOLVO VDS; VW 501 01/505 00

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid

Monograde

Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Q8 Garden Oil

30

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 100

This engine oil meets most of the requirements of 4 stroke engines present on
gardening and agricultural equipment. It is suitable for moderate up to heavy duty use.
It can also be used for gearboxes, which require an engine oil quality of the following
specifications.

API CG-4/SJ; ACEA B2/E2
MAN 270; MB 227.0/228.0; MTU Type 1; Voith (retarder); ZF TE-ML 03;
Caterpillar TO-2

30, 40

STOU

UTTO

Marine Oils

This standard single-grade engine oil has been specially designed for diesel engines,
but is also suitable for retarders and as a hydraulic medium.

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Specifications:

Q8 T 200

API CC/SE; MIL-L-2104B

40

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

A diesel engine lubricant for four-stroke engines and Detroit Diesel/GM Allison
two-stroke diesel engines, which are normally aspirated or supercharged, operating
under moderate to heavy duty conditions. It can also be used as a transmission
lubricant when one of the specifications listed below is required.

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

API CF/CD-II; MIL-L-2104C
Detroit Diesel/GM Allison two-stroke diesel engines; Allison C-3;
CATERPILLAR TO-2

Q8 T 520

A universal mixed fleet engine lubricant for use in high performance four stroke diesel
engines of commercial vehicles, buses, off-highway/construction or military equipment,
that are normally aspirated, turbocharged or supercharged. The engines can operate
under moderate to heavy duty conditions where normal or moderately extended oil drain
intervals are applied. It is also suitable for passenger cars and vans.
(Also available as 20W-50 (ACEA A2, B2, E2; API CF-4/SO only).

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

10W
SAE 20
30, 40,
50

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 750

Specifications:
Approvals:

ACEA B2/E2; API CG-4/SJ/CF
MTU Type 1; ZF TE-ML 03B
MAN 270; MB 227.0/228.0; VOITH RETARDER;
(SAE 20, 30); ZF TE-ML 03B (SAE 10W); Caterpillar TO-2

30, 40

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Q8 T 750 can be used in all high performance four stroke diesel engines operating on
low sulphur diesel fuel (<0.05 % mass) and under severe heavy duty conditions.
Extended oil drain intervals, as indicated by the OEM for high quality diesel engine oils,
can be applied. Its advanced formulation combines the world's highest diesel & petrol
specifications, making it the market leader for mixed fleet applications. The diesel
engines may be normally aspirated, turbo-charged or super-charged, with or without
inter-cooling and fitted in commercial vehicles or off-highway equipment. It is also
suitable for application in passenger cars with petrol or diesel engines.

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

ACEA E7/E5/E3/B4/B3/A3; API CI-4/SL
MTU Type 2

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Automotive Transmission & Axle Oils
Q8 T 35

80W
80W-90

Specifications:
Approvals:

API GL-4
MAN 341 Z-1/Z-2/E-1; MB 235.1; ZF TE-ML 02B; ZF TE-ML 02B/17A/16A(SAE 90)/19A;
Eaton Bulletin 2053/2052; Fuller Form 121; General Motors Pt. no. 19 40 75
Ford SM-2C-1011A/SQM-2C9008-A; ZF TE-ML 08; John Deere JDM J11B

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 55

Extreme pressure (EP) lubricants for manual transmissions and final drive axles, especially those

75W-80 having hypoid gears, which provide high anti-scuff properties. Q8 T 55 protects gears under all
80W-140 conditions including shockloading and extends driveline component life.
85W-140
90,
80W-90

Specifications:
Approvals:

API GL-5; MIL-L-2105B/D
MAN 342; MB 235.0; ZF TE-ML 16B/C/D; ZF TE-ML 17B; ZF TE-ML 19B;
ZF TE-ML 21A
ZF TE-ML 05A/07A/12A; Case MS 1316; Ford SM-2C-1011A; SQM-2C9002-AA; John Deere
JDM J11D/E; Volvo 97310/97316; Fuller Form 121; Eaton Bulletin 2053/6007; Eaton/Fuller
Bulletin 2052; General Motors Pt. no. 88 63 370

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 65

75W-90

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 60 Ntech

75W-80

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Axle Oil XG
Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

16

Q8 T 60 Ntech is a semi-synthetic gear oil for high performance manual gearboxes, which require
special flow properties at low and high temperature, resulting in a smoother gear change.
Developed for ZF Intarder transmissions.

ZF TE-ML 02L/16K
MAN 341 Type Z4/E3; Eaton Europe 300.000km or 3 years; ZF TE-ML 01L/08; MB 235.4

75W-80

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Gear Oil XG

A synthetic gear oil which combines excellent low temperature fluidity with stable high
temperature viscosity. Internal friction is reduced, giving lower transmission noise and an
improvement in fuel economy.

API GL-5
Volvo 97312; ZF TE-ML 17B
ZF TE-ML 05A/07A/12A; Eaton Bulletin 2053/2052; Ford ESD-M2C175-A; Fuller Form 121;
General Motors Pt. no. 19 40 759

Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 60

A gear oil with moderate anti-scuffing properties particularly suitable for synchromesh gearboxes
and final drives.

A synthetic based automotive gear lubricant for heavy duty drive-line manual transmissions that
require special high and low temperature fluidity.

API GL-4
MAN 341 E-3
ZF TE-ML 02D; Eaton Europe extended service (300.000 km); Volvo 97305; Recommended
for MAN 341 Z-4/E-4; Recommended for Volvo 400.000km drain intervals; MB 235.11

80W-90

An automotive universal transmission lubricant for synchronised and non-synchronised manual
transmissions, axles and drive line components requiring API GL-4/GL-5 performance level. It is approved
by Scania in certain categories of use for extended drain applications (max 180000 km). Note: the original
equipment manufacturers recommendation should always be followed.

API GL-4/GL-5; SAE J 2360 ((PRI APPROVAL NUMBER GL 0208)
MAN 341 Type E2/Z2; MAN 342 Type M2; Scania STO 1:0; ZF TE-ML 02B/05A/12E/16B/17B/19B/21A
ZF TE-ML 12E; ZF TE-ML 07A

80W-140 A synthetic based automotive gear lubricant for hypoid rear axles and final drive transmissions. It is
approved by Scania in certain categories of use for extended drain applications (max 180000 km).
85W-140 Note: the original equipment manufacturers recommendation should always be followed.
API GL-4/GL-5; MIL-PRF-2105 E
Scania STO1:0; ZF TE-ML 05A/16D/12M/21A
ZF TE-ML 07A/12E/17B

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid

Synthetic automotive gear lubricant for heavy duty drive-line components such as
rear-axles, final drives and selected manual transmissions, requiring special low
temperature fluidity to reduce fuel consumption or facilitate gear shifting.

Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Specifications:
Approvals:

API GL-4/GL-5; MIL-PRF-2105-E
MAN 3343 Type S; MAN 341 Type E3; Scania STO 1:0; ZF TE-ML 02B/05B/12B/16;
MB 235.8

STOU

Q8 T 25

An automotive transmission lubricant for 'light duty' drive-line components and selected
synchromesh manual transmissions.

Q8 Trans XGS

75W-90

UTTO

80W-90

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

API GL-3
JOHN DEERE JDM J11C; VOLVO 97300/97305; Eaton/Fuller Bulletin 2052;
Fuller Form 121

Q8 Unigear GL-5

Synthetic based automotive gear lubricant for passenger cars and commercial vehicle
manual transmissions and axles.

75W-90

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Unishift PC

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Unishift PC

75W

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 66

Universal multi-grade transmission oil for passenger cars and vans of various makes.
Q8 Unishift PC 75W-80 was specifically developed and tested as a widely usable product
for gear boxes that require API GL-4 quality and a viscosity of SAE 75W-80, and no
specific approval from a make of car. The product is particularly suitable for the manual
transmissions of Alfa Romeo, Citroën, Peugeot, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Mazda,
Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Opel, Seat, Volkswagen and Volvo vehicles, as well as for the
final gear drive of Volvo cars, which require API GL-4 and SAE 75W-80.

Universal fluid transmission oil for various makes of manual passenger cars and vans.
Q8 Unishift PC 75W was specifically developed and tested as a widely usable product
for gear boxes that require API GL-4 quality and a viscosity of SAE 75W, and no specific
approval by a make of car. The product is particularly suitable for gearboxes in Nissan,
Toyota, Seat and Volkswagen, which require SAE 75W, as well as for the Toyota final
gear drive, which requires API GL-4 and SAE 75W.

API GL-4
Nissan API GL-4; Toyota API GL-4/GL-5; Seat API GL-4; Volkswagen API GL-4

90,
85W-140

Synthetic fuel economy gear lubricant for heavy duty drive line components such as rear

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids

API GL-4/GL-5/MT-1; MIL-PRF-2105E; MIL-L-2105D
SAE J 2360 (PRI APPROVAL NUMBER GL-0197)
ZF TE-ML-05B; 12B; 16F; 19C; 21B
Mack GO-J; MB 235.8; Scania STO 1:0

75W-90

Compressor Oils

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

proven to reduce fuel consumption by up to 6%.

Q8 T 65 LS

Chain Oils

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

Mineral gear oil for limited slip differential drives that require a limited slip oil.
This oil contains a special friction modifier system to optimise the limited slip
function. Q8 T 45 LS reduces noise in the differential transmission and prolongs
the life of the drive.

75W-110 axles, final drives and selected manual transmissions. Q8 T 66 has been independently

Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Neat Forming Oils

API GL-5; MIL-L-2105B
ZF TE-ML 05C/12C/21C
ZF TE-ML 16E; Ford ESW-M2C119-A; Volvo 97311; General Motors Pt. no. 19 42 382

Specifications:

Hydraulic Fluids

Industrial Gear Oils

API GL-4
Alfa Romeo API GL-4; BMW ATF-D2; Citroën PSA B71 2330; Fiat API GL-4,
Fiat 9.55550-MX3/-MZ1; Ford API GL-4, ATF 186; Honda MTF II/SG, Spécial Gear
Oil MTF 94, Special Honda MTF; Mazda API GL-4; MB 235.10; Nissan API GL-4;
Opel API GL-4, GM 1940768; Peugeot PSA B71 2330; Seat API GL-4;
Volkswagen API GL-4; Volvo API GL-4/GL-5, Ford M2C33-F, Volvo 97308/-09/-10

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 45 LS

Gas Engine Oils

API GL-5; MIL-L-2105D
ZF TE-ML 17B
ZF TE-ML 05A/16B/19B

75W-80

Marine Oils

Rust Preventative
Fluids

Q8 T 65 LS is a fully synthetic gear oil with Limited Slip properties, providing excellent
flow properties at low temperature and stable viscosity at high temperature. It reduces
inner friction, thus resulting in lower gear noise and less fuel consumption.

API GL-5; MIL-L-2105B
Ford ESW-M2C119-A/ESP-M2C154-A; Volvo 97311; ZF TE-ML
05D/12D/16F; General Motors Pt. no. 19 42 382

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Automotive Transmission & Axle Oils
Q8 Unigear TP

80W-90

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 36

API GL-5
JOHN DEERE JDQ-96 (JD J20C)

75W-90

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 T 40

Q8 T 40 is a hypoid gear oil for drive axles with self-locking disc differential. Suitable for the highest

75W-90 mechanical and thermal loads.

API GL-4
FORD SQM-2C9008-A; MITSUBISHI; ZF Synchromesh transmission

75W-80

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 TO-4 Fluid
Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 36 is a fully synthetic transmission fluid for high performance manual gearboxes, which
require special flow properties at low and high temperature, resulting in a smoother gear change.
The product has been specially designed for Mercedes Truck gearboxes.

API GL-4
MB 235.11; MAN 341 TYPE MB

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 SuperGear S

Q8 Unigear TP is a hypoid gear oil for axle drives with self-locking disc differential. Suitable for the
highest mechanical and thermal loads.

Q8 Supergear S is a synthetic gear oil with a proven in practice level of Volvo 97307. Can be used
as a multi-purpose gear oil for gearboxes for utility vehicles, buses and passenger cars.

API GL-3
JOHN DEERE JDM J11C; VOLVO 97305; Eaton/Fuller Bulletin 2052; Eaton Bulletin 2053; Fuller Form 121

10W, 30
50,60,40

A lubricant intended for use in equipment where TO-4 fluids are prescribed. Primary use of these
fluids is in power shift transmissions, final drives, hydrostatic transmissions, torque converters and
hydraulics. The monograde TO-4 fluid can be used for transmission applications which also permit
the use of heavy duty oils.

Caterpillar TO-4
ZF TE-ML 03C
Allison C-4; Komatsu Micro-Clutch; Eaton/Fuller DANA

Automatic Transmission Fluids
Q8 Auto CVT

Universal CVT (duoband) transmission oil for various makes of passenger cars. Q8 Auto CVT was
especially developed and tested as a widely usable product for CVT gearboxes of the makes and
types mentioned in the recommendations, without the specific approval of a make of car.

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Audi/VW TL52180; G 052180, Ford CVT 30/Mercon C, CVT -23; Honda HMMF & HFC 2, Toyota TC;
Nissan NS-2, NS-3; Mitsubishi CVTF –Diaqueen J1/J-4/SP-III; Subaru NS-2/Lineartronic CVTF; Mini EZL 799;
Hyuandai /Kia SP-III; Suzuki TC /NS-2 /CVT Green 1/CVTF Green 2; Dodge / Jeep NS-2/CVTF +4;
GM Dex –CVT; MB 236.20

Q8 Auto 14

A high quality product recommended for the automatic transmissions of most vehicles as well as in
selected manual transmissions. It can be used whenever a Dexron IID type fluid is specified and is
also suitable as a power steering or hydraulic fluid in certain applications.

Approvals:

Allison C–4; General Motors GM 6137M (Dexron IIE); MAN 339 Type Z-1/V-1;
Voith 55.6335.3X; ZF TE-ML 02F, 03D, 04D, 14A, 17C; MB 236.7
CATERPILLAR TO-2; CHRYSLER MS-6704A; FORD ESP-M2C138-CJ/M2C166-H; FORD ESD-M2C186-A;
FORD SQM-2C9010-A/B; FORD WSP-M2C185-A; Caterpillar TO – 2; Chrysler MS-6704A;
FORD ESP-M2C138-CJ/M2C166-H/ESD-M2C186-A / SQM-2C9010-A/B/WSP-M2C185-A;
General Motors IID, GM 6137M ZF TE-ML 02F/03D/04D/14A/17C;
Renk Doromat; Volvo 97340/97325/97335

Q8Oils Recommendations:
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Q8 Auto 15

A versatile product meeting most applications where a friction modified automatic transmission
fluid is required. Permits rationalisation and avoids wrong ATF choice.

Approvals:

Allison C-4; Ford Mercon® M 931004; MAN 339 type Z-1/V-1; MB 236.1/236.5;
Voith 55.6335.39; Volvo 97341:010; ZF TE-ML 04D/11B/14A; General Motors Dexron® III
G-34052
Chrysler ATF+3; MB 236.9/236.10/236.11/236.12; ZF TE-ML 02F/03D/17C

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Q8 Auto 15 ED

Q8 Auto 15 ED is a synthetic-based ATF with Extended Drain capability. It is designed for use in
automatic transmission of buses, commercial vehicles, passenger cars, off-highway/ construction
and military equipment where severe operating conditions prevail or extended drain intervals
are applied. It is also suitable as power steering fluid and as hydraulic medium.

Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Voith DIWA H55.6336.39; Volvo Transmission Oil 97341:015; ZF TE-ML 04D/14B/16L
Allison C-4, Allison TES-389; General Motors Dexron® III; MAN 339 Type V2/Z2;
MB (automatic transmission; ZF 6HP

Q8 Auto 15 S

A synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid with extended drain capability for passenger
cars, buses, off-highway/construction and military equipment, as well as selected manual
transmissions. It can also be used as a power steering fluid.

Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Voith 55.6336
ZF TE-ML 14C; MAN 339 V-2/Z-3; Allison TES-295/389

Q8 Auto 16

Q8 Auto 16 is an automatic transmission fluid (ATF) for automatic gearboxes of motor vehicles
as well as for power steering systems, hydraulic clutches and as a hydraulic medium for
passenger cars, buses and construction machinery.

Q8Oils Recommendations:

VOLVO 97301/97330; FORD ESW-M2C33-F/ESP-M2C33-G;
FORD SQM-2C9007-AA; JOHN DEERE JDM J21A

STOU

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids
Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

Q8 Auto 18

Q8 Auto 18 is an automatic transmission fluid (ATF) for automatic gearboxes of motor
vehicles as well as for power steering systems, hydraulic clutches and as a hydraulic medium for
passenger cars, buses and construction machinery.

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Caterpillar TO-2
MB 236.2
Allison C-3/C-4; Leyland E-85; Renk Doromat; Volvo 97325;
General Motors ATF Type A; MAN 339 Type A

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Q8 Auto 25

Q8 Auto 25 is a high performance ATF for the latest generation of automatic gearboxes,
specially designed for the latest generation of Mercedes NAG2 automatic gearboxes.
Its unique formula ensures excellent fuel economy and friction stability.

Transformer Oils

Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

MB 236.14
MB 236.12

Demoulding Oils

Q8 Auto D VI

Q8 Auto D VI is a synthetic automatic transmission fluid (ATF) for automatic gearboxes for
motor vehicles, as well as power steering systems, hydraulic clutches and as a hydraulic
medium for passenger cars, HGV, buses and construction machinery. Q8 Auto D VI can be
used to improve the efficiency of Dexron III, Dexron IIE and Dexron IID.

Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Approvals:

GM DEXRON VI

Neat Forming Oils

Q8 Unitrans JK

Synthetic, Automatic Transmission fluid that can be used in a wide range of European,
Japanese and Korean passenger cars with automatic transmissions.

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

Q8Oils Recommendations:

JASO M315 TYPE 1A; AISIN WARNER JWS 3309/3314; ALLISON C-4; CHRYSLER
ATF+4/ATF+3; DAIHATSU ALUMIX ATF MULTI; FORD MERCON; FORD WSS-M2C924-A; GM
9986195; GM DEXRON II; HONDA ATF Z-1; HYUNDAI; KIA; MAZDA; MINI P/N 83 22 0 402
413; MITSUBISHI SP-II/SP-III; NISSAN MATIC; Toyota WS en Type D-2; Jaso M315 Type 1A ;
Toyota TI, T-II, T-III en Toyota T-IV; Aisin Warner JWS AW-1,3309 & 3314; ZF 6HP;
Volkswagen P/N G 055 025; GM 9986195; Saab 3309; Ford WSS-M2C924-A ;
Volvo P/N 1161540-8; Porsche P/N 000 043 205 28; MINI P/N 83 22 0 402 413

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products
Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Central Hydraulic Fluid
Greases

Q8 LHM+

Q8 LHM+ is a mineral central hydraulic fluid specially for Citroen vehicles.

Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Q8Oils Recommendations:

PSA B71 2710

Process Oils
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4T Motorcycle Engine Oils
Q8 Moto
SBK Racing

10W-50

Specifications:

Q8 Moto GT

ACEA A3/B4; API SM; JASO MA2

10W-40

Specifications:

Q8 Moto SBK

A very high quality, synthetic motorcycle engine oil for high performance 4-stroke engines with
wet or dry clutches. Developed for racing, road and off-road use, it will provide superior levels
of protection whilst helping to release engine power.

A high quality mineral based motorcycle engine oil for modern 4-stroke engines with wet
or dry clutches. It provides excellent levels of engine protection and cleanliness and meets
the recommendations of many manufacturers.

ACEA A3/B4; JASO MA; API SL

10W-40

Specifications:

An advanced, synthetic based motorcycle engine oil for all types of 4-stroke engines with wet or
dry clutches. Formulated for use over a wide temperature range it will provide superior levels of
protection whilst helping to release engine power.

ACEA A3/B4; JASO MA2; API SL

*JASO MA specification gives you the confidence of wet clutch compatibility.

2T Motorcycle Engine Oils
Q8 Moto
RS Extreme

20

Specifications:

Q8 Moto
RS Sport
Specifications:

20

A very high quality, synthetic 2-stroke oil designed for high performance engines in road or off-road
motorcycles with premix or oil injection systems. It is especially suited to racing conditions, providing
superior levels of protection whilst helping to release engine power.

API TC; ISO EGD

30

An advanced, synthetic based 2-stroke oil for high performance engines in road or off-road
motorcycles with premix or oil injection systems. The unique formulation releases engine
power and ensures cleanliness for long engine life.

JASO FC; API TC ++; TISI 1040

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

4T Scooter Engine Oils

STOU

Q8 Scooter Class

10W-40

Specifications:

An advanced, synthetic based lubricant for the latest generation of high performance
4-stroke scooter engines, air or water-cooled. Gives excellent protection over a wide
temperature range whilst optimising engine performance.

UTTO

API SJ; ACEA A3; JASO MA

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids
Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

2T Scooter Engine Oils

Chain Oils

Q8 Scooter
City Bike Ultra

20

A very high performance, low smoke synthetic engine oil for the latest generation
of 2-stroke scooter engines, air or water-cooled, with premix or oil injection systems.
Offers the ultimate protection even under the most arduous conditions.

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

ISO-L-EGD; JASO FD/FC; TISI 1040; API TC
MALAGUTI MOTO

Q8 Scooter
Daily Super

An advanced, synthetic based, low smoke 2-stroke engine oil for air or water-cooled
scooter engines with oil injection or pre-mixed systems. Maintains optimum power
while providing outstanding protection.

Heat Transfer Oils

30

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

JASO FC; API TC ++; TISI 1040
MALAGUTI MOTO

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Q8 Scooter
City Mix
Specifications:

20

A high quality, mineral based, 2-stroke lubricant for air or water-cooled scooter engines
with oil injection or pre-mixed systems. A clean burning formulation that reduces smoke
and the formation of deposits.

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

JASO FB ; API TC

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products
Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Universal Tractor Oils (STOU)
Q8 T 5000

10W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 1000 D

ACEA E3; API CF-4/SF/GL-4
ZF TE-ML 06B/07B
Case MS 1118/1207/1209; Fiat AF 87; Ford New Holland ESN-M2C41-B/ESN-M2C121D/ESN-M2C134-D/ESN-M2C159-B/ESN-M2C159-C; New Holland NH 410B; CNH MAT 3525;
John Deere JDM J27/J20C; Massey Ferguson CMS 1127/1139/1141/1144/1145; Steyr 397
88001; Allison C3/C4; JCB FASTRAC; AGCO CVT ML 200; Caterpillar TO-2

10W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T 1000

A high-performance, part synthetic Super Tractor Oil Universal that can be used as an engine lubricant,
hydraulic fluid, final drive lubricant, oil-immersed brake/clutch fluid and transmission lubricant. T 5000 has
excellent fluidity characteristics ensuring easy starting and rapid hydraulic response on cold mornings, with
no deterioration of performance on hot summer days.

This super tractor oil universal ( STOU) offers the farmer the chance to stock a single versatile product for all
his vehicle and machinery needs. It possesses the properties necessary to lubricate nearly all engine types,
transmissions (including wet-brakes) and hydraulic systems. T 1000 has good fluidity ensuring easy starting
and rapid hydraulic response on cold mornings, with no deterioration of performance on hot summer days.

API CF-4/SF/CI-4/GL-4; ACEA E2/E7; MIL-L-2104D
ZF TE-ML 06B/D/N/07B; Massey Ferguson CMS M1145
MB 227.1/228.1/228.3; Case MS 1118/1207/1209; Ford ESN-M2C41-B/M2C121-E/
M2C134-D/M2C159-C; John Deere JDM J27/J20C; Massey Ferguson CMS M
1127/1135/1139/1141/1144; New Holland NH 024C/324B/410B/540B; CNH MAT 3525
Same-Deutz-Fahr; Allison C-4; Caterpillar TO-2

15W-40

Super tractor oil universal ( STOU) for agricultural equipment and construction machinery.

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

API CE/SF/CF/GL-3/GL-4; ACEA E3
ZF TE-ML 06B/C; MB 227.1; JCB FASTRAC; AGCO CVT ML 200; Massey Ferguson CMS M
1135/1139/1143/1144/1145; John Deere J20C/J27; Ford M2C134D/M2C159B/C;
New Holland NH 030C/024C/410B/420A; CNH MAT 3525/3526; Fendt

Q8 T 2500

Q8 T2500 is oil that was developed for construction site engine transmissions with wet multi-disc brakes. It is also
suitable for hydraulic systems. The product has been tested in Volvo transmissions, but has not yet received a
specific stamp of approval .The product reduces the transmission noise when braking and guarantees a long
lifespan. This product saves on fuel with respect to the WB 101 specification.

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

API GL-4
Volvo WB 102

Q8 T2300 CVT

10W-30

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 T2300 CVT is oil that was developed for the hydraulic/transmission systems of agricultural tractors
with wet multi-disc brakes. The product reduces transmission noise when braking and guarantees a long
lifespan; hydraulic operation is also optimized, due to low viscosity. The product has been tested, but has
not been specifically approved yet. This oil has fuel-saving characteristics due to its low viscosity.

API GL-4
ZF TE ML-06D, 06E, 06F, 6M, 06H; John Deere JDM J20C/Hygard; CNH MAT 3525;
Valtra G2- 08; Same Deutz-Fahr (ZF 06D); Claas CVT; Fendt Vario; JCB FASTRAC CVT;
AGCO CVT ML 200

Universal Tractor Transmission Oils (UTTO)
Q8 T 2400 Bio
Q8Oils Recommendations:

22

80W

Q8 T 2400 is a biodegradable universal transmission fluid/hydraulic fluid (UTTO) for tractors and
agricultural machinery.

Ford 7840; Massey-Ferguson MF 399/353/MT 698T; J.I. Case Maxxum 5150/Magnum 7240E;
Valtra Valmet 6400

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Universal Tractor Transmission Oils (UTTO)
Q8 T 2200

10W-30

Specifications:
Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

STOU

A universal oil for agricultural and construction equipment which have a separate engine
lubricant. Q8 T 2200 can be used as a drive-line lubricant in oil immersed brakes and clutches,
as a hydraulic fluid and as a transmission lubricant.

API GL-4
Volvo 97303; ZF TE-ML 03E/05F/17E/21F
Case MS 1207/1209; Deutz-Allis AC Power Fluid 821 XL; John Deere JDM J20C/3000;
Ford WSN-M2C48-C2/ESN-M2C134-D; New Holland NH 410B; CNH MAT 3505/3506/3525;
Komatsu Dresser B06-0002; Massey Ferguson CMS M 1135/1141/1143/1145; Volvo 97302;
Allison C-4; ZF TE-ML 06K; FNHA-2-C-200.00; Caterpillar TO-2
This high quality rear axle & wet brake fluid is for use in agricultural and construction
equipment. It provides excellent friction characteristics avoiding clutch slippage and reducing
wet brake noise. It is suitable for tractor hydraulic systems.

Q8 T 3000
Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

API GL-4
Case MS 1207/1209; Case UK/David Brown; Fiat AF 87; Ford New Holland ESENM2C86-B; Komatsu Dresser B06-0002; Landini UTTO; Massey Ferguson CMS M
1127/1135/1141; SAME UTTO; Valmet/Volvo BM UTTO; Allison C-3; Caterpillar TO-2

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids
Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

Q8 T 3500

Q8 T 3500 is a transmission/hydraulic fluid (UTTO) for wet brakes on construction machinery,
mobile cranes, port cranes, aircraft towing equipment, mine construction machinery, fire engines,
Chain Oils
heavy duty forklift trucks and container packaging equipment manufactured by the company Kessler
& Co. Q8 T 3500 reduces braking noise and offers optimum friction properties for hydraulic brakes.
Q8 T 3500 is only for wet brake applications not for gears.
Compressor Oils

Approvals:

KESSLER & CO
Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Marine Outboard Engine Oils

Demoulding Oils

Q8 Outboard 2T

All outboard two-stroke gasoline engines (air or water cooled) with leadfree or leaded
gasoline in self mixing or oil injection systems

Specifications:

NMMA TC-W3 Re- Certification number: RL-51030; SAE J1536 Miscibility/Fluidity Grade 3

Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Q8 Outboard SYNT 3

Q8 Outboard Synt 3 is a synthetic oil, specific for two-stroke marine outboard engines of
last generation

Neat Forming Oils

Specifications:

NMMA TC-W3

Q8 Outboard 4T

High-Performance Four-stroke outboard engines requiring NMMA latest FC-W lubricant
specifications operating in fresh and salt water conditions. For all other High-Performance
Four-stroke outboard engines requiring optimal engine lubrication protection and engine
cleanliness operating in fresh and salt water conditions

10W-40

Specifications:

Q8 Inboard

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids
Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

API SL; NMMA

15W-40

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Inboard is a multigrade oil formulated with a new additives package and a Viscosity Index
Improver stable to shear.

ACEA E7/A3/B4; API CI-4/CF/SL
MB 228.3; MAN 3275; VOLVO VDS-3; GLOBAL DHD-1; Mack EO-M Plus;
RENAULT RLD/RLD-2; CUMMINS 20071-72-76-77-78; CAT ECF-2/1-a

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Marine Oils

Greases

Q8 Mozart SHPD
Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

15W-40

The Q8 Mozart SHPD is an engine oil for high speed diesel engines as part of a main drive or
auxiliary diesel system. Also suitable for low emission diesel engines. Use according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, especially with low sulphur diesel fuel (<0.05 %).

Food & Beverage
Lubricants

ACEA E3/E5/E7/B3/B4/A3; API CI-4/SL
CUMMINS 20078; MACK EO-M PLUS; MAN 3275-1; MB 228.3
MTU TYPE-2; VOLVO VDS-3; ZF TE-ML 04C/07C; Caterpillar ECF1/2

Process Oils
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Ancillary Products
Technical Support

Marine Oils
Q8 Mozart 520

30, 40

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Mozart HPX

ACEA B2/E2; API CG-4/SJ
SKL (SAE 40)

30, 40

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Mozart KV

30

40

30

30

30

40
40
30, 40
40

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

24

The Q8 Mozart TM range of engine oils offers much higher TBN values, and is therefore perfect
for high sulphur fuels. Can be used as gear oil. Suitable for diesel engines using gas oil or mixed
fuels. The TBN value of the Q8 Mozart TM range is in line with TM number. Mozart TM 12 has
a TBN of 12; etc.

API CF
CATERPILLAR 3600; MAN MARINE; MWM DEUTZ MARINE; WÄRTSILÄ MARINE

40

Specifications:

Q8 Mozart CL 70

Q8 Mozart MS is an engine oil for medium speed 2 stroke and 4 stroke diesel engines as part of a
main drive or auxiliary diesel system. Can also be used as gear oil.

API CD; MIL-L-2104C; TBN:35
S.E.M.T. PIELSTICK PC2/PC2-2/PC2-3/PC2-5/PC3

Specifications:
Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Mozart SRU

Q8 Mozart DP is an engine oil for medium speed trunk piston diesel engines as part of a main
drive or auxiliary diesel system. Can also be used as gear oil.

API CD; MIL-L-2104C; TBN:15.2
MAN B & W DIESEL; S.E.M.T. PIELSTICK PC2/PC2-2/PC2-3/PC2-5/PC3;
PA4-185/PA4-200 VG/PA4-200 ID; RENK; ZF TE-ML 04B

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Mozart TM 12
Q8 Mozart TM 20
Q8 Mozart TM 30
Q8 Mozart TM 40

Q8 Mozart RU is an engine oil for Caterpillar 3600 diesel engines as part of a main drive or
auxiliary diesel system. Suitable for diesel engines using gas oil or mixed diesel oil.

API CD; TBN:13.1

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Mozart MS

Q8 Mozart HPM is an engine oil for medium speed trunk piston diesel engines as part of a main
drive or auxiliary diesel system. Can also be used as gear oil.

API CE; MIL-L-2104E; TBN:12.8
WÄRTSILÄ DIESEL

Specifications:

Q8 Mozart DP

Q8 Mozart KV is an engine oil for medium speed trunk piston diesel engines as part of a main
drive or auxiliary diesel system. Can be used as gear oil. Suitable for diesel engines using gas oil or
mixed diesel oil.

API CD; MIL-L-2104C; TBN:12.4

Specifications:
Approvals:

Q8 Mozart RU

The Q8 Mozart HPX is a single-grade engine oil for diesel engines as part of a main drive or
auxiliary diesel system. Also suitable for low emission diesel engines. Use according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, especially with low sulphur diesel fuel (<0.05 %).

API CD; MIL-L-2104C; TBN:10
SKL (SAE 40)

Specifications:

Q8 Mozart HPM

The Q8 Mozart 520 is a single-grade engine oil for diesel engines as part of a main drive or
auxiliary diesel system. Also suitable for low emission diesel engines. Use according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, especially with low sulphur diesel fuel (<0.05 %).

Q8 Mozart SRU is a zinc-free engine oil for EMD and GE diesel engines as part of a main drive
or auxiliary diesel system. Suitable for diesel engines using gas oil or mixed diesel oil.

API CF-2/CF; TBN:13

50

Q8 Mozart CL is a cylinder oil for all 2 stroke crosshead piston engines. Given its excellent TBN,
it is suitable for high sulphur fuels.

TBN:70
MAN B & W DIESEL; SULZER

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Gas Engine Oils
Q8 Mahler MA
SAE 40

Q8 Mahler MA is low ash all-round stationary gas engine oil. It is suitable for a wide range of
Ash (%-mass) engines and gas types. Typical characteristics are excellent TBN retention and outstanding
detergency. Q8 Mahler MA can also be used to lubricate reciprocating gas compressors in
0.5
which natural gas is compressed and pressures do not exceed 10.000 kPa. Using Q8 Mahler
MA in both the gas engine and the gas compressor will simplify the lubricant inventory

STOU

UTTO

Marine Oils

Q8 Mahler HA
SAE 40

Q8 Mahler HA is medium ash all-round stationary gas engine oil. Q8 Mahler HA is a
Ash (%-mass) variant of Q8 Mahler MA it is suitable for a wide range of engines and gas types, including
aggressive gases. Typical characteristics are excellent TBN retention and outstanding
0.9
detergency.

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Q8 Mahler
Maxx

Ash (%-mass) Q8 Mahler Maxx is high ash all-round stationary gas engine oil. It has been developed for
use with very aggressive and sour gases. Even under severe operating conditions its very
high TBN reserves will enable extended drain intervals.
1.2

SAE 40

Q8 Mahler G1
SAE 40

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

Q8 Mahler G1 is high performance stationary gas engine oil. Due to its extremely low ash
Ash (%-mass) content it is recommended for both two- and four-cycle gas engines. Q8 Mahler G1 can
also be used to lubricate reciprocating compressors in which natural gas is compressed and
0.07
pressures do not exceed 10.000 kPa. Using Q8 Mahler G1 in both the gas engine and the
gas compressor will simplify the lubricant inventory.

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Q8 Mahler G5
SAE 40

Q8 Mahler G8
SAE 40

Q8 Mahler G4 and Q8 Mahler G5 are low ash high performance stationary gas engine oils.
Ash (%-mass) These oils are designed for engines that are sensitive to deposit formation. The chemical
composition includes highly effective dispersants which reduce deposits. Q8 Mahler G4 and
0.5
Q8 Mahler G5 can also be used to lubricate reciprocating gas compressors in which natural
gas is compressed and pressures do not exceed 10.000 kPa. Using in both the gas engine
and the gas compressor will simplify the lubricant inventory.

Ash (%-mass) Q8 Mahler G8 is medium ash high performance stationary gas engine oil. Q8 Mahler G8 is
designed for engines that are sensitive to deposit formation. The chemical composition
includes highly effective dispersants which reduce deposits. Q8 Mahler G8 is a variant of
0.8
Q8 Mahler G4 and Q8 Mahler G5 it is suitable for a wide range of engines and gas types,
including aggressive gases.

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils

Q8 Mahler G10
SAE 40

Ash (%-mass) Q8 Mahler G10 is high ash and high performance stationary gas engine oil. The chemical
composition includes highly effective dispersants which reduce deposits. It has been
developed for use with very aggressive and sour gases.
1.0

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids
Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

Q8 Mahler R
SAE 40

Ash (%-mass) Q8 Mahler R is low ash high performance stationary gas engine oil. Q8 Mahler R is a
synthetic based lubricant with high oxidation stability. For engines that operate at high
temperatures Q8 Mahler R will help to extend the drain interval.
0.5

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil

All Q8Oils gas engine oils can be used for a great variety of engine brands. Dependent on the specific application and gas type the above
mentioned Mahler products are approved and/or recommended by the following engine manufacturers (OEMs):

Caterpillar (Eneria/Enmaco), Cummins, Dresser-Rand, Guascor, GE Jenbacher, GE Waukesha, MAN, MTU Onsite Energy, MWN,
Rolls-Royce, TEDOM, Wärtsilä

Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Ancillary Products
Technical Support

Hydraulic Fluids
Q8 Haydn

10, 15,
22, 32,
46, 68,
100, 150

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Heller
Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Handel

AFNOR 48-603, CATEGORY HM; CINCINNATI MILACRON P-68/P-69/P-70;
DENISON HF-0/HF-1/HF-2; DIN 51524 PART 2, CATEGORY HLP; ISO 11158,
CATEGORY HM; SS 155434, CATEGORY AM

15, 22,
32, 46,
68, 100,

A hydraulic oil comparable to Q8 Haydn but with a very high viscosity index of 150. This makes
Q8 Heller ideal for use in hydraulic systems operating under widely changing temperatures.
Thanks to its high VI, the oil offers optimum viscosity at start-up and guarantees smooth
operation of the hydraulic system. Applications include earth-moving machinery, excavators and
open-air hydraulic systems.

AFNOR 48-603, CATEGORY HV; DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP; DENISON HF-0/HF-1/HF-2;

VI > 150 DIN 51524 PART 2, CATEGORY HLP; ISO 11158, ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV

15, 32,
46, 68,

A hydraulic oil comparable to Q8 Heller but with a very high viscosity index of 180. This makes
Q8 Handel ideal for use in hydraulic systems operating under widely changing temperatures.
This oil is recommended if high demands are made on the reaction speed
and operating efficiency of the hydraulic system.

Suitable for the
following applications:

VI > 170 CATEGORY AV

DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV SS 155434,

Q8 Holst XEP

46

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Holst EP

Q8 Holst

32, 46

Q8 Holst EP is an HLP-type, mineral, zinc-free hydraulic fluid with increased EP additives. It is used in
hydraulic systems, which are susceptible to environmental contamination and are therefore equipped
with a system of fine filters, or in systems not compatible with anti-wear zinc-based hydraulic fluids.
Given its extraordinary anti-wear properties, this lubricant is suitable for use in almost any hydraulic
system. Its high oxidation stability guarantees long-term component service life and its excellent
demulsibility and filtration properties ensure the reliable operation of sensitive hydraulic systems,
such as, for example, servo control systems and robotics. Q8 Holst EP complies with the Brugger test
requirements for hydraulic fluids. > 30 N/mm².

DIN 51524, PART 2, CATEGORY HLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HM

22, 32,
46, 68,
100,220

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Hanson

Q8 Holst XEP is a mineral zinc-free HLP category hydraulic oil, with an extra EP additive for a wide range
of applications with a viscosity index (VI) of 100. This type of oil is especially suitable for use in hydraulic
systems with servo controls and robotics, where oils with high filterability and demulsibility are required.
Q8 Holst XEP hydraulic oil has been developed to achieve a test result of >50 N/mm² in the Brugger
test, among other things.
Q8 Holst XEP meets Brugger Test Requirements for hydraulic oils. >50 N/mm².

DIN 51524, PART 2, CATEGORY HLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HM

Suitable for the
following applications:

26

A universal hydraulic oil for a wide range of applications, with a viscosity index (VI) of 100.
The base oil has good natural resistance to ageing (oxidisation) and is very light in colour. This oil
is very easy to filter.

A universal zinc-free hydraulic oil for a wide range of applications and with a viscosity index (VI) of
100. It is suitable for use in hydraulic systems with servo controllers and robots, where high
demands are placed on the filtering and water-separation properties of the oil.

DIN 51524, PART 2, CATEGORY HLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HM

32, 46,
68,

Q8 Hanson is an HVLP-type, mineral, zinc-free hydraulic fluid. Q8 Hanson is therefore ideal for
use in hydraulic systems, which are subject to major temperature changes during operation.
This fluid is recommended for hydraulic systems, which have to meet high requirements in terms
of speed of response and operational efficiency.

Suitable for the
following applications:

VI > 156 DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV

Q8 Halley

46, 68

Suitable for the
following applications:

VI > 170 DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV

Q8 Halley is an HVLP-type, mineral, zinc-free hydraulic fluid. Q8 Halley is ideal for use in hydraulic
systems, which are subject to major temperature changes during operation. This fluid is
recommended for hydraulic systems, which have to meet high requirements in terms of speed of
response and operational efficiency.

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Q8 Hubble
Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Huygens

32, 46,
68

Q8 Hubble is an HLPD-type, mineral, zinc-free hydraulic product. It has strong detergent
and cleansing characteristics. Q8 Hubble offers excellent cleansing properties and
emulsifies small quantities of water.

VI > 150

DIN 51524 PART 2, CATEGORY HLPD; ISO 6743/4, CATEGORY HM

46, 68

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Huygens is an HVLPD-type, mineral, zinc-free hydraulic fluid. It is suitable for machine tool
hydraulics, which can become contaminated with water and require zinc-free lubricants. It offers
excellent detergent and dispersing properties, guaranteed long service life due to its very high
oxidation stability, optimum resistance to wear and tear and a high viscosity index. Q8 Huygens is
suitable for most hydraulic equipment.

Hydraulic Fluids

DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLPD; ISO 11158,
CATEGORY HV; FREE OF ZINC/ASHES

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Q8 Holbein NWG is a HEES type synthetic ester based biodegradable hydraulic oil, for use in
environmentally sensitive areas where it is necessary to use biodegradable oils that do not
endanger micro-organisms and plants.

Industrial Gear Oils

32, 46

Suitable for the
following applications:

VI > 170 TYPE HEES; SS 155434, CATEGORY BV; NOT DANGEROUS FOR WATER; BOSCH REXROTH

Q8 Heinichen

22, 32,

DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP HEES; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV; ISO 15380,

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Hoffmeister

46

DIN 51524 PART 2, CATEGORY HLPD; ISO 6743/4, CATEGORY HM; MAN 698

Heat Transfer Oils

Q8 Hoffmeister is an HVLPD-type, mineral hydraulic fluid. Given its thermal and oxidative
stability, it offers a long service life for high temperature applications. This lubricant has a high
viscosity index (150) and ensures trouble-free operation given its unique combination of
outstanding foam, air release and filtration characteristics. In addition, the product emulsifies
entrained water. It meets the requirements of most hydraulic component manufacturers.

DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLPD; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV; MAN 698

Q8 Hassler

46

Q8 Hassler is a difficult to ignite hydraulic fluid based on HFC.

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Holbein
HP SE Bio
Suitable for the
following applications:

46

VI > 170

46

VI > 185

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

VI > 150

Q8 Hogarth

Gas Engine Oils

A hydraulic oil with high detergent and cleaning action, and a viscosity index of 100.
Q8 Heinichen has excellent cleaning properties and emulsifies with small quantities of
water. It is especially recommended for solving stick-slip or thermal load problems.
Q8 Heinichen is suitable for injection-moulding machines, metalworking machines and
mobile machinery.

Suitable for the
following applications:

Suitable for the
following applications:

UTTO

Marine Oils

Q8 Holbein NWG

46, 68

STOU

Pneumatic Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils

DIN 51502, CATEGORY HFC; ISO 6763-4 CATEGORY HFC

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

A hydraulic oil with a viscosity index of 170. Q8 Hogarth contains viscosity enhancers to
maintain its viscosity for long periods under heavy loads. The part synthetic nature of the
base oil makes longer oil change intervals possible compared to standard hydraulic oils.
Q8 Hogarth is therefore ideal for applications operating under widely changing
temperatures and mechanical loads.

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

AFNOR 48-603, CATEGORY HV; DENISON HF-0 / HF-1 / HF-2; DIN 51524, PART 3,
CATEGORY HVLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV; SS 155434, CATEGORY AV
A high performance, synthetic ester based biodegradable hydraulic fluid for systems where
biodegradable fluids are recommended, especially those operating at temperatures above 95
degrees celcius. The product has a wide operating range due to its very low pour point and high
viscosity index. Because of its high oxidation stability, it is suitable for extended drain intervals.

DIN 51524, PART 3 CATEGORY HVLP; ISO 11158 CATEGORY HV ISO 15380,
TYPE HEES; SS 15 54 34, CATEGORY AV

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Q8 Hindemith LT

Suitable for the
following applications:

32

VI > 350

A hydraulic oil with an extremely high viscosity index of 350. Recommended as a
top-quality hydraulic oil in systems where operational safety under extreme temperature
changes, especially low temperatures, must be optimal. Examples are hydraulic systems
which have to start at temperatures as low as -40°C. Q8 Hindemith LT is suitable in
applications such as cold stores and the hydraulic systems of international transporters to
Scandinavian countries.

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

DIN 51524 PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP; ISO 11158, CATEGORY HVSS 155434,
CATEGORY AV; SWEDISH DEFENCE FSD 8401; VOLVO STD 1286,07
Process Oils
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Turbine Oils
Q8 van Gogh

32, 46,
68, 100,
150

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 van Gogh EP

DIN 51515/L-TD; ISO 6743-5, CATEGORIES L-TGA/L-TGB/L-TSA/L-TGSB

32, 46,
68, 100,
150

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Volta

A mineral oil similar to Q8 van Gogh but with special EP additives for installations that operate
under high heat loads and use geared transmissions. The extra additive provides maximum
protection for the geared transmission.

ASTM D 4304, TYPE II (EP); DIN 51515-1 L-TD; DIN 51515-2;
ISO 6743-5, CATEGORIES L-TSE, L-TGE and L-TGSE; ABB TURBOLADER
AEG KANIS GMBH; ASEA STAL; BBC AG BROWN BOVERI & CIE;
BRUSH ELECTRICAL MACHINES LTD.; COOPER ENERGY SERVICES; FL SMITH;
HITACHI; MAN GHH; KWU / SI

32, 46

Specifications:

Q8 Volta EP

A mineral oil suitable for industrial gas and steam turbines. Q8 van Gogh complies with the
modern, strict requirements for turbine oil - DIN 51515 part 2. This applies to turbines operating
at high temperatures and where Q8 van Gogh will provide excellent corrosion protection and
oxidation stability, plus outstanding water-separation properties.

Q8 Volta turbine oils respond to the increasingly higher expectations of customers and the
increasingly more rigorous conditions in which turbines are used. These products are based on
very special base fluids and deliver very high performance with better, or even outstanding,
resistance to ageing and oxidation. Q8 Volta was developed for gas and steam turbines that
operate at the highest temperatures.

DIN 51515 PARTS 1 and 2; Siemens TLV 9013 -04 and -05; Alstom HTGD 90 117

32, 46

Specifications:

Q8 Volta EP oils meet FZG requirements for circulation systems, and also lubricate the gear
drives coupled to the turbine, thereby protecting the gears of the turbine against wear
and tear.

DIN 51515 PARTS 1 and 2; Siemens TLV 9013 -04 and -05; Alstom HTGD 90 117

Circulation Oils
Q8 Verdi

A mineral lubricating oil suitable for general light machinery lubrication, such as light-duty
roller and sliding bearings, circulation systems, geared transmissions, hydraulic systems and
compressors, where a lubricating oil is required but without anti-wear protection. Because it is
formulated with antioxidants, Q8 Verdi lasts longer and does not form a sludge. Q8 Verdi has
good rust-preventative and water-separation properties, allowing water to be removed easily.

Suitable for the
following applications:

DIN 51506, CATEGORY VCL; DIN 51515, CATEGORY L-TD
DIN 51517 PART 2, CATEGORY CL; DIN 51524, PART 1, CATEGORY HL

Q8 Spindle Oil

This thin-bodied mineral oil-based spindle fluid is suitable for lubricating tightly fitting bearings
that are operating at high speed in textile and machine tools.

Q8 Vivaldi M
Suitable for the
following applications:

28

22, 32,
46, 68,
100,15,
220, 320,
460, 550

150, 390 For lubricating Morgoil and Mesta gearboxes, e.g. at steelworks.
DIN 51517 parts 1, CATEGORY C; ISO 6743/0, CATEGORY Y; METSA; MORGOIL

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Circulation Oils for Paper Mills

STOU

Q8 Vermeer WD

150,
220,
320

A high performance circulating oil for the lubrication of industrial paper machines at the
wet and dry end. It is formulated to give high levels of wear protection, demulsibility,
filterability, rust & oxidation protection, thermal stability and heat dissipation. Q8 Vermeer
also has excellent air release properties to counteract the bubbles generated by
turbulence of greater oil flow through the bearings. This increases the efficiency of the
lubrication and the lifetime of the oil and bearings.

Q8 Vermeer WDS

150, 220, A synthetic version of Q8 Vermeer WD for extreme performance applications
e.g. very high temperatures for long periods.
320

Q8 Vermeer WDA

150, 220, An ashless version of Q8 Vermeer WD for applications requiring this characteristic.
320

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids
Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Industrial Gear Oils
Q8 Goya

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Goya NT
Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 El Greco
Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Gade
Suitable for the
following applications:

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

46, 68, A mineral oil for various types of geared drives e.g. straight, angled and worm, which
100, 150, are subjected to light, heavy or shock loads. Q8 Goya is also ideal for lubricating roller
220, 320, and sliding bearings and as a machinery lubricating oil.
460, 680,
1000
ANSI/AGMA 9005-E02; DIN 51517 PART 3, CATEGORY CLP, ISO 12925-1
TYPE CKC-CKD; DAVID BROWN; Muller-Weingarten (46,68,100,125,150,220,320,460);
REXROTH BOSCH GROUP (Lohmann + Stolterfoht)
A mineral oil comparable to Q8 Goya but with the latest generation additives that
68, 150, allow
Q8 Goya NT to perform under heavy loads while guaranteeing high-levels of
220,460 wear protection. It is especially effective at preventing micro-pitting.

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils

AGMA 9005-E02; DIN 51517 PART 3, CATEGORY CLP; ISO 12925-1, TYPE CKC-CKD
FLENDER AG*; JAHNEL-KESTERMANN GETRIEBEWERKE GMBH & CO. KG
OUTOTEC; REXROTH BOSCH GROUP (LOHMANN + STOLTERFOHT GMBH)
SCHOTTEL; SEW EURODRIVE

150, 220, A synthetic based gear oil which prevents micro-pitting under extreme mechanical and
thermal loads in geared transmissions e.g. wind turbines. Q8 El Greco can be mixed
320 ,460 with mineral and synthetic coolants.
AGMA 9005-E02; DIN 51517 PART 3, CATEGORY CLP; ISO 12925-1, TYPE CKC-CKD
BREVINI; DAVID BROWN; FLENDER AG*; JAHNEL-KESTERMANN GETRIEBEWERKE
GMBH & CO. KG; OUTOTEC; REXROTH BOSCH GROUP (LOHMANN + STOLTERFOHT
GMBH); SEW EURODRIVE

220, 320, A synthetic oil based on a poly-glycol. The choice of base oil and additives makes
Q8 Gade ideal for lubricating gears and worm gear transmissions operating under high
460
temperatures. It is also suitable for high-temperature bearing lubrication such as

Water Soluble
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Fluids

experienced in the plastics industry.

Quenching Oils

ANSI/AGMA 9005-E02 ; DIN 51517 PART 3, CATEGORY CLP; ISO 12925-1, TYPE CKC-CKD
DAVID BROWN
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Industrial Gear Oils
Q8 Schumann

A synthetic oil based on poly-alpha-olefins and developed especially for use in screw-type, piston
150, 220, and
blade compressors. The properties of the synthetic base oil make it ideal for thermally-loaded
320,1000 air compressors. Q8 Schumann has an excellent viscosity index so the viscosity is maintained over a
long period of time. It can also be used as a top-quality synthetic oil in geared transmissions and
hydraulic systems.

Suitable for the
following applications:

ISO/DP 6743/3, CATEGORY DAA-DAB-DAG-DAH-DAJ-DVA;
DIN 51506, CATEGORY VDL. DIN 51517, CATEGORY CLP

Chain Oils
Q8 Chain Oil Bio

60

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Chain Oil

ISO 6743/0, CATEGORY L-AC

150

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Chain Oil FG

Suitable for the
following applications:

30

Chainsaw oil with extremely good adhesive properties. Optimum anti-wear for chains and blades
as well as excellent corrosion resistance. Carefully selected active ingredients prevent dispersal of
the chain oil.

ISO 6743/0, CATEGORY L-AC

150, 220,
460

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Bizet AW

Chainsaw oil, rapidly biodegradable, based on raw vegetable oils with additives to improve its
adhesive and pour point characteristics. For cooling and lubricating high performance
motor-driven chainsaws. Complies with the requirements for environmentally-friendly products
for use in forestry operations.

Chainsaw oil, for chain lubrication of all portable motor-driven saws as well as rift saws.

ISO 6743/0, CATEGORY L-AC

220, 320,
460

A viscous oil for lubricating rift saw blades for modern wood processing machines.
Also suitable as chain oil for all motor-driven saws.

ISO 6743/0, CATEGORY L-AC

Q8 Bernoulli S

Q8 Bernoulli S oils are based on premium chain oil technology and meet the latest high demands
placed on numerous heavy industrial applications. These are fully synthetic high performance
chain oils, specially designed to lubricate chains in drying processes with extremely high
temperatures or for the lubrication of chains used in similar applications. Q8 Bernoulli S oils are
suitable for the lubrication of conveyor belt systems with maximum temperatures of 260˚C (for
example, paint and drying ovens), in textile stenters, gypsum drying ovens, in the glass insulation
manufacturing, and film stretching lines. Q8 Bernoulli S-oil may also be used in IS-machines for
the manufacture of glass containers and bottles.

Q8 Chain Lube
PTFE

Synthetic high performance PTFE motorcycle chain oil with strong adhesive properties.

Engine Oils
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Compressor Oils

STOU

Q8 Schubert

32, 46,
68, 100,
150

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Scarlatti

DIN 51506, CATEGORY VDL/VCL; ISO/DP 6743/3,2, CATEGORY DAA-DAB
COMPAIR BROOMWADE; FL SMIDTH; OUTOTEC; KHD HUMBOLDT WEDAG; SHARMAL

46, 68

A mineral oil developed especially for screw-type compressors. The use of the latest
additive technology makes Q8 Scarlatti excellent for water-separation and ideal
protection against corrosion and wear.

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Schumann

A mineral oil for piston compressors. Q8 Schubert is oxidation-stable and has excellent
anti-wear properties. The base oils have been specially selected for their low carbon
deposits, which guarantee a high degree of safety and efficiency.

ISO/DIS 6521 DAG-DAH-DAJ

32, 46,
68, 100

Suitable for the
following applications:

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

A synthetic oil based on poly-alpha-olefins and developed especially for use in
screw-type, piston and blade compressors. The properties of the synthetic base oil
make it ideal for thermally-loaded air compressors. Q8 Schumann has an excellent
viscosity index so the viscosity is maintained over a long period of time. It can also be
used as a top-quality synthetic oil in geared transmissions and hydraulic systems.

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

ISO/DP 6743/3, CATEGORY DAA-DAB-DAG-DAH-DAJ-DVA;
DIN 51506, CATEGORY VDL; DIN 51517, CATEGORY CLP

Compressor Oils

Q8 Strauss

32

Q8 Strauss is a turbine/compressor oil specially designed for ammonia and methanol
production with selected additives to reduce oxidation.
Pneumatic Oils

Suitable for the
following applications:

DIN 51515 CATEGORY L-TD
Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils

Refrigeration Compressors

Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Q8 Stravinsky N

Neat Forming Oils

30, 55,
68, 100

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Stravinsky

32, 46,
68

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Stravinsky AB

Specifications:

A naphthenic-based refrigerator compressor oil recommended especially for refrigerator
compressors which use traditional cooling media such as ammonia and HCFC
compounds. Its very low wax content means that Q8 Stravinsky can be used in low
temperature applications with evaporation temperatures lower than -18°C.

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

ISO 6743-3, CATEGORY DRA-DRC

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

A synthetic refrigerator compressor oil developed especially for compressors which use
cooling media such as ammonia and HCFC compounds.

Electric Discharge
Machining Oil

DIN 51503, CATEGORY KA; ISO 6743/3, CATEGORY DRA-DRB-DRC-DRD;
LINDE; SABROE

100

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes

Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids

Q8 Stravinsky AB is a synthetic refrigeration oil based on alkyl benzene. Q8 Stravinsky AB is
suitable for reciprocating compressors as well as screw compressors, and for use with CFC, HCFC
and traditional refrigerants (such as ammonia). This oil has excellent thermal stability and a high
flash point, which guarantees trouble-free operation over a wide temperature range. Q8
Stravinsky AB provides excellent oxidative and chemical stability, which ensures stable operating
conditions,
minimises sludge and deposit formation and reduces downtime. Q8 Stravinsky AB has an
improved lubrication and a superior load-bearing capacity that maximises the life of the
compressor and improves the efficiency of the system. This oil also has a good compatibility
with the sealing materials used in refrigeration plants.

ISO 6743-3, CATEGORY DRA, DRB en DRC.

Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils
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Pneumatic Oils
Q8 Chopin

32, 46,
100,
150

Suitable for the
following applications:

Pneumatic oil suitable for all pneumatic tools and rock drilling equipment.

ISO 6743/0, CATEGORY P; ATLAS COPCO; GARDNER DENVER

Heat Transfer Oils
Q8 Gluck L

12

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Gluck M

ISO 6743/0 CATEGORY Q

20

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Gluck S

Q8 Gluck M is a high quality thermal oil based on mineral oil. Q8 Gluck L thermal oil meets the
necessary technical safety requirements and is tested to DIN 4754 as well as the VDI directive
3033 (Installation, operation and maintenance of heat transfer systems). Maximum permitted film
temperature 300 °C.

ISO 6743/0 CATEGORY Q

30

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Gluck H

Q8 Gluck L is a high quality thermal oil based on mineral oil. Q8 Gluck L thermal oil meets the
necessary technical safety requirements and is tested to DIN 4754 as well as the VDI directive
3033 (Installation, operation and maintenance of heat transfer systems). Maximum permitted film
temperature 300 °C.

Q8 Gluck S is a high quality thermal oil based on mineral oil. Q8 Gluck L thermal oil meets the
necessary technical safety requirements and is tested to DIN 4754 as well as the VDI directive
3033 (Installation, operation and maintenance of heat transfer systems). Maximum permitted film
temperature 300 °C.

ISO 6743/0 CATEGORY Q

60

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Gluck H is a high quality thermal oil based on mineral oil. Q8 Gluck L thermal oil meets the
necessary technical safety requirements and is tested to DIN 4754 as well as the VDI directive
3033 (Installation, operation and maintenance of heat transfer systems). Maximum permitted film
temperature 300 °C.

ISO 6743/0 CATEGORY Q

Transformer Oils
Q8 Michelangelo A

10

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Michelangelo S
Suitable for the
following applications:

32

Q8 Michelangelo A is a non-inhibited mineral dielectric oil for transformers, circuit breakers,
rheostats with oil bath, etc. It does not contain any PCBs.

IEC 60296 (add 4; 2012); corrosion test: ASTM D 1275 B, IEC 62535, DIN 51354.
PCB's non detectable according to IEC 61619

10

Q8 Michelangelo S is a high quality inhibited mineral transformer and insulator oil. It can be used
in transformers, rectifiers and switches.

IEC 60296 (add 4; 2012); ASTM D 3487 typ II (except gas phase); Corrosion test: ASTM
D 1275 B, IEC 62535, DIN 51353. PCB non detectable according to ASTM 4059.
DBDS non detectable according to GC-AED.
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STOU

Q8 Transformer Oil U

10

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Transformer oil U is a high quality, uninhibited transformer and insulating oil for transformers
of all output levels and also for use in rectifiers, switches and transformers.

IEC 60296 (add 4; 2012); corrosion test: ASTM D 1275 B, IEC 62535, DIN 51354.
PCB's non detectable according to IEC 61619.

UTTO
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Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Demoulding Oils Asphalt
Q8 Dino

3, 5

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

This product is ideally suited for removing asphalt residue from construction
equipment. It can also be used as an anti-adhesion medium for containers in asphalt
works. It does not contain any aromatic or halogen containing solvents and is
biodegradable in accordance with CEC L-33-A-93.

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Demoulding Oils Concrete
Transformer Oils

Q8 da Vinci Bio

5

87% degradable in 28 days
according to OECD 301

Q8 da Vinci Bio is a high quality biodegradable concrete demoulding agent, which is
particularly suitable for concrete applications requiring a high quality finish. The release agent
has a physico-chemical effect. The concrete is not affected by the demoulding agent and
providing it is properly applied, it prevents staining on the visible concrete surface. The
demoulding agent film bonds to the mould surface and is rain resistant. The demoulding
agent plays a crucial role in the concrete moulding process. The chemical composition of the
demoulding agent produces ester-saponification which reduces friction.

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils

Q8 da Vinci

Q8 da Vinci P

Q8 da Vinci AM

Q8 da Vinci AMP

4, 6,
8

4, 6,
8

4, 5

5

The Q8 da Vinci Series are high quality concrete demoulding agents, which are particularly
suitable for concrete applications requiring a high quality finish. The release agents have a
physico-chemical effect. The concrete is not affected by the demoulding agent and providing
it is properly applied, it prevents staining on the visible concrete surface. The demoulding
agent film bonds to the mould surface and is rain resistant. The demoulding agent plays a
crucial role in the concrete moulding process. The chemical composition of the demoulding
agent produces ester-saponification which reduces friction.
The Q8 da Vinci P Series are cold temperature improved high quality concrete demoulding
agents, which are particularly suitable for concrete applications requiring a high quality finish.
The release agents have a physico-chemical effect. The concrete is not affected by the
demoulding agent and providing it is properly applied, it prevents staining on the visible concrete
surface. The demoulding agent film bonds to the mould surface and is rain resistant. The
demoulding agent plays a crucial role in the concrete moulding process. The chemical
composition of the demoulding agent produces ester-saponification which reduces friction.
The Q8 da Vinci AM Series are high quality concrete demoulding agents with minimum oil mist
formation, and are particularly suitable for concrete applications requiring a high quality finish.
The release agents have a physico-chemical effect. The concrete is not affected by the
demoulding agent and providing it is properly applied, it prevents staining on the visible
concrete surface. The demoulding agent film bonds to the mould surface and is rain resistant.
The demoulding agent plays a crucial role in the concrete moulding process. The chemical
composition of the demoulding agent produces ester-saponification which reduces friction.
Q8 da Vinci AMP are cold temperature improved, high quality concrete demoulding agents
with minimum oil mist formation, and are particularly suitable for concrete applications
requiring a high quality finish. The release agents have a physico-chemical effect. The
concrete is not affected by the demoulding agent and providing it is properly applied, it
prevents staining on the visible concrete surface. The demoulding agent film bonds to the
mould surface and is rain resistant. The demoulding agent plays a crucial role in the concrete
moulding process. The chemical composition of the demoulding agent produces
ester-saponification which reduces friction.
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Demoulding Oils Aerated Concrete
Q8 Dalton

140, 320, High viscosity mould oil for the production of aerated concrete.
500

Demoulding Oils Tiles
Q8 Dali

2, 4, 11

Low viscosity mould oil for the production of roof pantiles.

Q8Oils Metal Manufacturing
Neat Metal Working Fluids
Q8 Bach
Very often, one of the consequences of new product technology is increased cost. However, at Q8Oils, we have spent the
time developing the next generation of chlorine free, low odour, neat metal working fluids, that give extended tool life
and can significantly reduce machining operating costs. However, whilst the formulation technology is complex, the
products are not, each of them has been designed to work with a broad spectrum of machining applications that makes
them simple to specify. We are confident that by choosing from Q8 Bach, XNF, XAF, XAG, XND or XAS, you will have a
universal product that satisfies 95% of machining applications. For further advice, contact your local Q8Oils sales
engineers or speak to one of the authorised, specialist agents in your region.
The Q8 Bach range is created using the highest quality Q8 base oil which are hydro-finished, a unique process that
removes any remaining impurities rendering them clear, pure and very oxidation stable. Oxidation stability means that
Q8 products will maintain colour, viscosity and most importantly product integrity, prolonging the life of the fluids.
The consistency of Kuwait base oils ensures that the customer is getting the right product every times, bringing that
much needed consistency and efficiency demanded by a modern engineering environment. The Q8 Bach range also
contains Q8’s unique mist reducing package, this greatly improves health and safety in the workshop by minimising the
oil mist released into the working environment.

34

A non-active multi-application cutting oil, chlorine-free, light in colour and low in odour. It is
recommended for the medium to heavy duty machining of stainless steel and further severe
machining operations involving non-ferrous metals and high tensile steels. These characteristics
make it an ideal choice for the machine-shop where one oil is used for the maximum number of
operations on different metals. Q8 Bach XNF 36 can also be used as dual-purpose oil i.e. as a
metalworking fluid and hydraulic oil. In case of leakage of the 'hydraulic oil' into the cutting oil
bath, there is no dilution of EP additives.

Q8 Bach XNF

6, 10,
15, 28,
36

Q8 Bach XAF

15, 22

Q8 Bach XNP

8

Non-active low viscosity metalworking oils specially developed for the honing of metals and other
operations including copper, aluminium and magnesium, among others.

Q8 Bach XNS

27

Universal metalworking oil for turning, drilling, and threading. Q8 Bach XNS is especially suitable as a
lubricant for heavy machining operations. Q8 Bach XNS is clear and contains additives for improving
lubricating properties and non-active EP additives.
Q8 Bach XNS is not suitable for use with non-ferrous metals, steel and cast iron.

Q8 Bach XAB

28

Medium viscosity metal processing oil with for turning, drilling and threading in high-grade steels (for
example, stainless steel, chrome-nickel, and heat resistant steels).

A medium viscosity, medium duty, active type chlorine free cutting oil for turning, drilling and
threading of steel in high speed applications. Q8 Bach XAF is light coloured, contains lubricity, active EP
additives, is oxidation stable (which means long service life) and gives minimum mist formation
It is also recommended as a deep drilling oil and calibration oil of carbon steel bar for the car industry.
Its high cutting power is complemented by its ability to extend tool life even under high-speed
operations. Q8 BACH XAF is not suitable for yellow metals.
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STOU

Q8 Bach XAV

32

Medium viscosity metal processing oil with for turning, drilling and threading in high-grade
steels (for example, stainless steel, chrome-nickel, and heat resistant steels).
UTTO

Q8 Bach XAS

6, 16,
24

A range of metal working fluids based on special base fluids for many cutting applications in
high pressure machining systems. Q8 Bach XAS is light coloured and contains extra lubricity and
active EP additives. Q8 Bach XAS is applicable for the following metals: high alloyed steels like
stainless, chrome-nickel, heat resistant steel and high tensile steel. Q8 Bach XAS 6 is a typical
deep drilling and tapping fluid with excellent flushing characteristics. Q8 Bach XAS gives
extremely low evaporation and mist formation. Q8 Bach XAS is not suitable for yellow metals.

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Q8 Bach XAG

13

Q8 Bach XND

12, 22,
31

Q8 Bach XNK

Q8 Bach XTP

4.5

Medium viscosity, metal working oils based on special base oils. Q8 BACH XAG is
recommended for applications of turning, deep drilling and cutting of high alloy steels
during high speed operations. Q8 Bach XAG is not suitable for yellow metals.

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

A non-active type range of general purpose high performance cutting oils which are
chlorine-free, light in colour, low in odour and well suited for the general machining of
steels and recommended for non-ferrous metals. The additives incorporated in this
grade make it an ideal recommendation for the machine-shop where one oil is used
for the maximum number of operations on different metals.
A very low viscosity neat cutting oil for honing which is very lightly treated with an EP
additive package and it also incorporates a lubricity additive package. Q8 Bach XNK is
especially recommended for all honing operations using all grit sizes and types
including those incorporating diamond materials.

38

A medium viscosity, active type, neat cutting oil containing chlorine free EP additives.
Q8 Bach XTP is especially recommended for the tapping of difficult to machine metals
such as the nickel based alloys, inconel and nimonic.

20

A low viscosity non-active type cutting oil for minimum quantity lubrication (MQL). It is
a vegetable based synthetic oil and is primarily recommended for use in the sawing,
cutting and forming of aluminium or steels by micro-spraying or drip-lubrication.

Industrial Gear Oils

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Q8 Bach MQL
Q8 Bach NKM

Q8 Bach Tapping
Fluid

31

97

A pale coloured, heavy duty, low odour neat cutting oil whose performance is totally
independent of sulphur additives. The formulation includes a special mild non-sulphur
EP additive package and a large quantity of lubricity additive. Q8 Bach NKM is especially
recommended for all heavy duty machining operation where a non-sulphurised oil is
necessary or preferred and is especially suited to the fastener industry.
Q8 Bach Tapping Fluid is a heavy duty tapping fluid based on medium viscosity mineral
Oils, extreme pressure additives combined with a very effective lubricity package. The
fluid contains special deodorisers so that the product has a pleasant fruity smell when
compared to conventional sulphurous based tapping fluids.
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Q8 Bach - Renewable Resource Cutting Oils

Q8 Bach Replacut

9, 25

Q8 Bach Replacut provides the latest technology in neat metalworking fluid
development, manufactured using vegetable base oils and innovative naturally derived
performance additives. The product has been formulated using excess of 80%
renewable resource components, recognised by the industry as a positive step towards
increasing the sustainability of the metal working industries. A low and medium
viscosity neat metalworking fluid developed for a variety of low, medium and sever duty
machining operations on materials including Aluminium Alloys, Stainless Steels and
Titanium Alloys. The low viscosity being particularly beneficial for through-tool lubricant
applications.
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Neat Forming Oils
Q8 Brahms AC

14

A low viscosity active metal forming oil for ferrous metals in the applications of punching, bending
and deep-drawing operation. Q8 Brahms AC is not recommended for non-ferrous metals.

Q8 Brahms XAZ

220,
420

Very high viscosity, active type forming oil applicable for steel and stainless steel in very severe
bending and deep drawing operations. The Q8 Brahms XAZ contains oiliness and active EP
additives and can be removed with an aqueous based degreasing fluid.

Q8 Brahms XAV

100

Universal, high viscosity, active type forming oil applicable for steel. Q8 Brahms XAV is very good in the
deep drawing of steel and steel alloys. Q8 Brahms XAV contains oiliness and active EP additives.
Q8 Brahms XAV can be removed by an aqueous based degreasing fluid.

Q8 Brahms XNK

15, 22,
46

Multifunctional demoulding oil for machining ferrous and non-ferrous sheet or strip material, such as
stamping, punching and deep drawing. Q8 Brahms XNK has a low odour level, provides excellent
corrosion protection and also protects the tool from wear and galling.

Q8 Brahms XNP

150

High viscosity forming oil for non-ferrous metals for stamping, bending, punching and deep drawing
operations. In maximum sheet thickness of 5mm.

Q8 Brahms XVO

4

Q8 Brahms XAD

59

A modern alternative to volatile cooling lubricants with a high flash point. The product is based on a
specially refined mineral oil, combined with a chlorine- and sulphur-free lubricating additive. Q8 Brahms
XVO is recommended for light duty forming and high-speed punching operations or for processing
ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
A specially formulated chlorine-free metal forming lubricant. This product is made from highly refined
mineral oil mixed with EP (extreme pressure) additives. Q8 Brahms XAD is recommended for all types
of thread rolling and metal forming, and produces excellent results on all types of metals, including
stainless steel, Nimonic and hard alloys.

Water Soluble Metalworking Fluids
Q8 Berlioz
Q8 BERLIOZ is a range of TRGS 611 compliant soluble metalworking fluids which are developed to be free from
Formaldehyde, chlorinated EP additives and secondary amines, they are suitable for both Hard and Soft water.

Q8 Berlioz XCM

Q8 Berlioz XRC

36

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Q8 Berlioz XCM is a soluble fluid specifically formulated for the machining of cast iron, ferrous
and non-ferrous alloys. It is particularly suitable for applications from light to medium severe
conditions, such as milling, turning and drilling, it is also suitable for the grinding of steels.
Q8 Berlioz XCM is a biostable, medium mineral oil content, soluble fluid which when mixed with
water forms translucent micro-emulsions. This product is especially suitable for use in hard water
(400ppm, >40˚F, >22˚H) and is particularly stable against bacteria and fungi growth due to its
biological stability. The formulation is both chlorine free and secondary amine free, has good rust
and corrosion protection even when used at low concentrations. Q8 Berlioz XCM is inhibited
against copper alloys corrosion, has good detergency, lubricity and is especially formulated for
use in hard waters.

Q8 Berlioz XRC is recommended for all ferrous, aluminium and yellow metal grinding operations
including all surface grinding, cylindrical (internal and external) grinding, and tool and cutter
grinding. Q8 Berlioz XRC is also suitable for light machining operations where the user desires
ultimate cleanliness. Q8 Berlioz XRC is a low oil semi-synthetic water soluble cutting and grinding
fluid free from chlorine and sulphur additives.
The oil content allows sufficient lubrication for grinding applications with no adverse effects on
the pore size of grinding wheels. This also reduces the likelihood of sticky deposits or drying out
on slide-ways typically associated with traditional synthetic grinding fluids.
Q8 Berlioz XRC is biostable, thus reduces the risk of bacterial and fungal contamination. The
product gives high cleanliness requiring little or no maintenance. Q8 Berlioz XRC yields a fully
translucent emulsion in soft waters (<200ppm, <20˚F, <11˚H) and a stable semi translucent
emulsion in moderate to hard waters (>200ppm, >20˚F, >11˚H) resulting in excellent visibility
in operation.
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Q8 Berlioz XFD

Q8 Berlioz XFH

Q8 Berlioz XHS

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Clear
Solution

Q8 Berlioz XFD is recommended for CNC machines, Machining Centres, Flexible
Manufacturing Systems and all centralised systems. It is designed for the majority of
ferrous materials, especially cast iron and high tensile steels, and is also suitable for
most copper based alloys. Q8 Berlioz XFD is also recommended for grinding
applications where a mineral oil based fluid is preferred. Advanced technology ensures
that it will outperform traditional fully synthetic grinding fluids whilst, ensuring
machine protection and high standards of surface finish.
Q8 Berlioz XFD is a semi synthetic, water mix fluid for the general machining of ferrous
and non-ferrous materials. It is designed for use in modern high flow machining
centres, where high foaming may be a problem, particularly in soft water areas.
This product has been developed to keep machines extremely clean throughout the
coolant life. The lubrication characteristics at the tool tip chip interface, helps prevent
built up edge. When mixed with water it forms a white opaque emulsion that is
completely stable and long lasting. The biostable properties mean that the emulsion
does not degrade or produce bad odours, and the emulsion needs little or no
maintenance. The formulation does not contain added chlorine, sulphur, cresols,
phenols or nitrites.
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Q8 Berlioz XFH is recommended for CNC machines, Machining Centres, Flexible
Manufacturing Systems and all centralised systems. It is designed for the majority of
ferrous materials, especially cast iron and high tensile steels, and is also suitable for most
copper based alloys.
Q8 Berlioz XFH is also recommended for grinding applications where a mineral oil based
fluid is preferred. Advanced technology ensures that it will outperform traditional fully
synthetic grinding fluids, whilst ensuring machine protection and high standards of
surface finish.
Q8 Berlioz XFH is a semi synthetic, water mix fluid for the general machining of ferrous
and non-ferrous materials. It is designed for use in modern high flow machining centres
specifically for very hard water areas.
This product has been developed to keep machines extremely clean throughout the
coolant life. The lubrication characteristics at the tool tip chip interface, helps prevent
built up edge. When mixed with water it forms a semi translucent to white opaque
emulsion that is completely stable and long lasting.
The bio-stable properties mean that the emulsion does not degrade or produce bad
odours, and the emulsion needs little or no maintenance. The formulation does not
contain added chlorine, sulphur, cresols, phenols or nitrites.

Industrial Gear Oils

Q8 Berlioz XHS is designed for all general machining applications including deep hole
drilling and boring, skiving and is also recommended for roller burnishing applications.
Q8 Berlioz XHS is a unique chlorine and sulphur free, synthetic, water soluble cutting
fluid, incorporating highly effective extreme pressure and synthetic lubricity additives.
This results in very high performance levels ensuring excellent surface finish and
extended tool life.
Q8 Berlioz XHS has superb ferrous alloy machining properties but can also be used on
stainless steels, high tensile steels and Inconel, as well as other high specification alloys.
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Q8 Berlioz XMA

Q8 Berlioz XRS

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Clear
Solution

This product is recommended for CNC machines, Machining Centres, Flexible
Manufacturing Systems and all centralised systems. The product is suitable for a wide
range of materials including cast iron, stainless steel, high tensile steel, yellow metals,
aluminium alloys, and titanium.
Q8 Berlioz XMA is a multipurpose, semi-synthetic, water mix cutting fluid with
synthetic lubricity enhancers designed for medium to difficult duty machining. The
lubrication characteristics at the tool tip chip interface, helps prevent built up edge.
The product is designed to keep machines extremely clean throughout the coolant life
with no sticky residues deposited on machine parts. When mixed with water it forms a
white opaque emulsion that is completely stable and long lasting.
The biostable properties mean that the emulsion does not degrade or produce bad
odours, and the emulsion needs little or no maintenance.
Q8 Berlioz XMA is specifically designed for use in modern high flow machining centres,
where high foaming may be a problem, especially in soft water areas. Q8 Berlioz XMA
does not contain free DEA, added chlorine, sulphur, cresols, phenols or nitrites.
Q8 BERLIOZ XRS is recommended for all ferrous grinding operations including all surface
grinding, cylindrical (internal and external) grinding, and tool and cutter grinding. It is not
however, suitable for grinding alloys containing zinc or magnesium.
Q8 BERLIOZ XRS uses advanced full synthetic anti-corrosion additive technologies. This
product is biostable meaning it does not degrade in use or produce bad odours, therefore
the translucent solution that Q8 BERLIOZ XRS produces needs little or no maintenance.
Q8 BERLIOZ XRS has excellent corrosion protection even in hard water areas, for all ferrous
metals giving rust and stain free machining. Q8 BERLIOZ XRS is not affected by tramp oil as
it is rejected readily. The formulation does not contain cresols, phenols, nitrites, sulphur or
chlorinated paraffin’s.

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products
Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
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Water Soluble Metalworking Fluids
Q8 Beethoven
The Q8 Beethoven range has been specifically developed to meet the demands of modern component manufacturers
and the various materials machined. Suitable for the distributor market and where a high performance yet cost effective
product is required.
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Q8 Beethoven
XM

Opaque
Emulsion

General purpose cutting fluid for light machining operations. Q8 Beethoven XM is suitable for
ferrous and non-ferrous materials but not magnesium and magnesium alloys. Q8 Beethoven XM is
free from nitrite, chlorine, boron, phosphorous, DEA and added sulphur.

Q8 Beethoven
VNF-2

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Biostable, semi-synthetic cutting and grinding fluid. Q8 Beethoven VNF-2 is suitable for all
general light to medium machining operations of ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Q8 Beethoven VNF-2 is free from nitrite, chlorine, phosphorous and added sulphur.

Q8 Beethoven
VHD

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Biostable, semi-synthetic, EP cutting and grinding fluid. Q8 Beethoven VHD is suitable for heavy
duty machining operations of ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Q8 Beethoven VHD contains
chlorine, but is free from nitrite, phosphorous and added sulphur.

Q8 Beethoven
G50

Clear
Solution

Q8 Beethoven
GL

Clear
Solution

A fully synthetic grinding fluid that uses advanced full synthetic anti corrosion additive
technologies. The products biostable properties mean that it does not degrade in use or produce
bad odours, therefore the translucent solution that Q8 Beethoven G50 produces needs little or
no maintenance

Q8 Beethoven GL is a fully synthetic biostable product specially formulated for glass grinding
It contains no harsh materials such as cresols, phenols, or nitrites and is low odour. When mixed
correctly Q8 Beethoven GL forms a translucent solution that is free from sticky residues which
promotes clean working conditions. Excellent rust and corrosion protection are provided by a
powerful corrosion inhibitor package.
Q8 Beethoven GL is recommended for all glass grinding applications including drilling and
etching operations. It is particularly suited to bevel grinding and polishing of glass mirrors.
Q8 Beethoven GL can also be used in conjunction with the polishing medium.

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

Water Soluble Ancillary Products
A range of preventative maintenance products for Metal Working Fluids, this includes System Cleaners, Wash
Fluids, Biocides, Fungicides, Degreasing Fluids, pH Buffers, Protectives and Antifoams. All biocide containing
products comply with the requirements of the Biocide Product Directive (BPD).
The ancillary products are in conjunction with the technical support in the Q8Oils Metal Working Fluids Guide, further
advice can be given form your Q8Oils representative.

STOU

UTTO

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids
Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Machine Tool & Slideway Lubricants
Industrial Gear Oils

Q8 Wagner

Q8 Wagner T

32, 68,
100,
220

68,
220

Q8 Wagner slide way lubricants are developed for ways and other sliding surfaces of
machine tools such as grinders, milling machines, saws, etc. Q8 Wagner is formulated
with mineral base oils and contains adhesive, anti-wear and anti-corrosion additives.
Q8 Wagner has an excellent resistance against high pressure splashing of water based
cutting fluids.
Q8 Wagner is approved for Cincinnati-Milacron CM P-47, P-50 and P-53
specifications and has a very good stick-slip ratio of 0.78.
Q8 Wagner T slide way lubricants are developed for ways and other sliding surfaces
of machine tools such as grinders, milling machines, saws, etc. Q8 Wagner T is
formulated with mineral base oils and contains excellent adhesive, anti-wear and
anti-corrosion additives. Q8 Wagner T is developed for customers who prefer better
sticking properties. Note: Adhesive agents can cause filter blocking and in that case
Q8 Wagner should be used. Q8 Wagner T has an excellent resistance against high
pressure splashing of water based cutting fluids. Q8 Wagner is approved for
Cincinnati-Milacron CM P-47, P-50 and P-53 specifications and has a very good
stick-slip ratio of 0.78.

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
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Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils
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Electric Discharge Machining Oil
Q8 EDM L

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes

Q8 EDM L is a low-noise, transparent special raffinate. Its dielectric with high dielectric
strength makes it particularly suitable for processing highly conductive materials in
spark erosion machines.

Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
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Process Oils
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Copper Wire Drawing
Priamus X7

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Priamus X7, is a semi-synthetic lubricant optimised for copper rod breakdown and intermediate
drawing on all high speed slip machines and is suited for rolled, cast, or dipform rod and is also
recommended for shaved rod and small section copper strip.

Priamus X10

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Multipurpose, semi-synthetic wire drawing lubricant, the low reactivity of Priamus X10 results in
excellent cleanliness and exceptionally long life even at elevated operating temperatures.

Priamus X11

Semi-trans
Emulsion

A semi-synthetic lubricant suitable for drawing all copper wire sizes from rod to fine wire on all
types of drawing machines. It is also especially suitable for both multi-wire and in-line drawing
enamelling machines.

Priamus X255

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Multipurpose, semi-synthetic wire drawing lubricant, Priamus X255 is suitable for drawing all
wire sizes from rod to fine wire, on all types of wire drawing machines and is especially suited for
multi-wire machines and in-line drawing.

Priamus V12

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Multipurpose semi-synthetic wire drawing lubricant, Priamus V12 utilises the latest synthetic ester
technology to give excellent cleanliness and low reactivity.

Clear
Solution

Wirol 2000 LFG is a synthetic product recommended for drawing of intermediate and small
wire sizes of plain and tinned wire on both single and multi-line machines. Wirol 2000 LFG is
especially recommended for drawing or rolling wire for enamelling. Further specialized
applications include nickel plated and silver plated copper wires. Strip and section cold rolling is
also possible with Wirol 2000 LFG.

Clear
Solution

Wirol 2020 is a synthetic, very high lubricity product recommended for drawing of intermediate,
fine and super fine wire sizes of plain and tinned copper in all applications, single and multiwire.
Wirol 2020 is especially recommended for the tandem in-line drawing or rolling for enamelling.
Further specialised applications include the drawing of nickel plated and silver plated copper
wires as well as the drawing of precious metals.

Semi-trans
Emulsion

Wirol 5000, a semi-synthetic lubricant is optimised for drawing plain and tinned copper wire of
intermediate, fine and superfine sizes on single and multi-line machines. Independent tests show
that Wirol 5000 can reduce tension breaks on multi-line machines by approx 40% compared
with other products in identical conditions.

Wirol 2000 LFG

Wirol 2020

Wirol 5000

The Germ-Allcard copper wire drawing lubricants are formulated to provide the optimum balance of lubrication and
cleanliness. This balance provides greater die and capstan protection, long emulsion life and consistent production
eliminating manufacturing downtime.
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STOU

Brass

Priamus X7

Material

Tinned Copper

Operation

Copper

Germ-Allcard Products

Hydraulic Fluids

Chain Oils

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Annealing Fluid
Annealer Fluid-LF

Heat Transfer Oils

Annealer Fluid-LF is a fully synthetic, water-soluble additive that is entirely free from
mineral oil and conventional fatty soaps. Annealer Fluid-LF is recommended for use in
thecooling water of continuous annealers for both plain and tinned copper wire
production.

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

Aluminium Wire Drawing

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

Germ-Allcard provide a range of products for the drawing of Aluminium and Aluminium alloys, these products are suitable
for slip, limited slip and non-slip drawing applications in high and slow speed wire drawing machines.
Lubricants for the drawing of Single or Twin Rod, Intermediate, Fine and Super Fine applications are available and these
provide benefits of long lubricant life and enhanced brightness of the drawn aluminium.
Within our range we can offer options to our customers, either to use a NEAT or SOLUBLE OIL for the drawing applications.

Neat
Germ-Allcard ALUDRA which is a range of neat drawing oils are formulated using our own unique Q8 base oils which
have exceptional characteristics of high oxidation stability and low sulphur levels. These properties promote a longer
lubricant life, reduced top up and a brighter surface fi nish to the drawn aluminium. The ALUDRA products are also enhanced
with synthetic lubricity additives and performance additives to provide lubrication and protection to the dies and
capstan surfaces.

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Soluble
The latest generation of Germ-Allcard PRIAMUS soluble oils are very successful for the high speed drawing of Aluminium and
Aluminium alloys. These emulsions provide substantial benefi ts over the use of neat oils for the aluminium drawing application
in both high and slow speed applications. The Germ-Allcard PRIAMUS products are clean in use, provide exceptional cooling
and promote a very clean drawn wire surface. These soluble drawing oils compliment the Germ-Allcard CYLROLL, hot rolling
emulsions for aluminium thereby keeping a clean rod and wire throughout the rolling and drawing process.
Please consult our technical department for more details. With both our ranges of neat and soluble oils for aluminium and
aluminium alloy wire drawing, these are supported by our Q8Oils Technical Support, enhancing your factory productivity.

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Aluminium Wire Drawing
Aludra 30

30

A low viscosity oil with high oxidation stability for the drawing of aluminium and aluminium
alloy in Medium and Fine wire sizes on slip machines, it is also suitable for shaving applications
and for use as a finishing die lubricant to facilitate a cleaner and brighter surface wire finish.

Aludra 150

150

A medium viscosity oil with high oxidation stability for the drawing of aluminium and aluminium
alloys for Rod and Intermediate applications, it is also suitable for high speed slip and non-slip
machines drawing shaped conductors and processing shaved rod.

Aludra 200

200

A high viscosity oil with high oxidation stability for the drawing of aluminium and high
magnesium/silicon content aluminium alloys. ALUDRA 200 can draw all conductor wire,
welding wire, rivet wire and handle a variety of obscure applications. It is also suitable for cold
heading applications for fasteners and rivets as well as tube drawing applications from 20mm
to capillary sizes.
A low viscosity lubricity additive for lubrication in aluminium stranding and compaction
applications where it is used to provide residual lubrication within the compaction die, the
product has vanishing properties hence leaving no residues on the compacted conductor.
It can also be used as a lubricity booster for the ALUDRA range when drawing oils become
contaminated with tramp oils.

Aludra 3993A
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Germ-Allcard Products

Non-Ferrous Rolling
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Cylroll CR55

Heavy duty rolling oil for aluminium and copper. Specially developed for roughing mill
applications. Enhanced to stop oxides adhering to the roll surface and flush the loose scale
to the filters.

Cylroll CR65

Synthetically fortified rolling oil for copper. Specially developed for finishing mill applications.
Enhanced to stop oxides adhering to the roll surface and flush the loose scale to the filters.
Provides superior roll life performance, protection and give increased productivity.

Priamus X10

Multipurpose, semi-synthetic rolling lubricant, the low reactivity of Priamus X10 results in excellent
cleanliness and exceptionally long life even at elevated operating temperatures.

Priamus X255

Multipurpose semi-synthetic rolling lubricant, PRIAMUS X255 has the high lubricity and cleanliness
required for difficult rolling applications for rod, strip, wires, tubes and profiles.

Wirol 2020

WIROL 2000LFG is a fully synthetic, oil free product recommended for cold rolling
applications of fine and super fine wires, strip, profiles and section. Multi-materials include
copper, tin plate, nickel plate, silver plate and all precious metals.

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid

Wirol 2000 LFG

WIROL 2020 is a fully synthetic, oil free product with high lubricity and cleanliness for
cold rolling applications of fine and super fine wires, strip, profiles and section.
Suitable for all materials including yellow metals, plated metals, precious metals and
stainless steel.

Q8 Bach R Reeks

A speciality range of superior performance neat rolling oils for the cold rolling of strip,
the products cover the rolling of steel, stainless steel and all yellow metals.

Motorcycle
Engine Oils

STOU

UTTO

The Germ-Allcard range of emulsifi able oils form stable and highly effective emulsions for the hot and cold rolling of
non-ferrous rod and strip. The range includes specifi c grades for hot rolling continuously cast copper and aluminium on
Southwire, Contirod and Properzi mills. Complementing the range are the Q8 Bach R Series Neat Rolling Lubricants for
strip production.
Mill Type
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Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
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Water Soluble
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Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil

Yellow Metal Protectives
These are specialised products for the increased protection of yellow metals. They include wax-coat protection of hot rolled
continuously cast and upcast copper and quenching protection products for copper and alloy hot extrusion of tubes and profiles.

Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Copprotect H

Copprotect Z

Wax coat protective for copper rod following the rolling or upcast application, it
contains a unique wax substitute to give a tacky finish for neat rod coiling, including an
advanced yellow metal protection package for humid conditions.

Copprotect Z can be used in virtually any system or environment where the
requirement is to prevent the corrosion of copper ions in accelerating the degradation
of other metals or components. It can be used at various concentrations ranging from
0.05% in water.

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils
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Tube Drawing
Cyldraw 6000

6500

Single Shot high viscosity non ferrous tube drawing lubricant for drawing all sizes of tube,
optimum lubrication and surface finish is achieved.

Cyldraw 1900C

3400

Single Shot medium viscosity non ferrous tube drawing lubricant, multipurpose product for all
tube applications.

Cyldol OC32

210

Cyldol OC32 is used for drawing copper and copper alloy tubes from shells to finish sizes on
draw benches and Bull Blocks. It is also especially suited for final die lubrication and finishing
applications on Schumag equipment. Cyldol OC32 is a medium viscosity neat lubricant with
superior friction reducing characteristics and bright annealing properties developed for use in
extremely humid environments. Using selected polymeric additives and boundary lubricants
Cyldol OC32 achieves an excellent tube surface finish, whilst promoting die life. Having
excellent temperature and viscosity characteristics, Cyldol OC32 is easier to pump at low
temperatures but yet maintaining viscosity at higher temperatures for more severe applications.

Cyldol TBL

29

Cyldol TBL is a low viscosity neat lubricant with superior friction reducing characteristics and
exceptional bright annealing properties. Using selected polymeric additives and boundary lubricants
Cyldol TBL achieves an excellent tube surface finish, whilst promoting good die life. Annealing
characteristics are achieved by use of a uniquely processed mineral oil from our own Group
refineries.

Aludra

30, 150,
200

Lubricants for the drawing of Aluminium and aluminium alloys in circulatory lubrication
systems, drawing all sizes from large to capillary tubes.

With the two ranges of non-ferrous tube drawing lubricants from Germ-Allcard are advanced lubricants for Bench and Block
drawing of copper, aluminium and alloy tubes.
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Cyldraw 6000
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Material

>500mm dia.

Tube OD Size

Block

Operation

Drawbench

Germ-Allcard Products

Ancillary Products
Within the Germ-Allcard portfolio there is a comprehensive range of ancillary products to complement our wire and tube drawing
lubricants. These include: System Cleaners; Biocides; pH Buffers; Copper Protectives.

Complementary Products
Within the Q8 family of brands, we have complementary products including Rolling emulsions for Welded Tubes, Rolling Oils, High
Temperature Chain Oils and a full range of Metalworking Products, please refer to our Product Portfolio list and technical department.
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Bar, Rod and Wire
These are lubricants developed for the wet drawing of steel, stainless steel and alloy steel bars, rods, wires and section.
In addition to these drawing lubricants we also have a full range of products developed for the bar and rod manufacturing
process which have the OEM approval of Danieli.

STOU

Tantaroll 2

550

A high viscosity, high performance drawing oil for the most severe applications of
bar drawing.

UTTO

Tantaroll STS/M

140

A medium viscosity drawing oil for the lubrication of bar and rod drawing.

Marine Oils

Tantaroll 725

23

A low viscosity drawing oil for the drawing of stainless steel fine wires.

Gas Engine Oils
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Operation

Fine
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Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

Rust Preventative Fluids
Heat Transfer Oils

Q8 Ravel A

Temporary rust-preventive with water displacing properties via a solvent deposited oily
film protective coating. Q8 Ravel A is suitable for dewatering and protecting of porous
components of complex shapes and as an interstage protection. Q8 Ravel A can be
easily removed. The average protection time is 1 month.

Q8 Ravel BW

Q8 Ravel BW is a medium viscosity, solvent-free, water repellent rust resistant oil.
Protects up to 6 months. For use on steel and steel alloy bearings, when solvent-based
products cannot be used due to fire safety considerations.

Q8 Ravel BWX

A non-solvent containing, low viscosity rust preventive oil for short to medium term
protection of e.g. steel strips, sheets and hydraulic cylinders. Q8 Ravel BWX may also be
used for the protection of non-ferrous and ferrous components and assemblies, where
the use of a solvent cutback product is not permitted because of fire hazards. The
expected protection time is 4-6 months.

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils

Q8 Ravel D

A solvent deposited soft film protective with water displacing properties. Q8 Ravel D will
leave (after evaporation of the solvent) a soft, thin protective layer which will protect the
work piece for long periods (>12 months). Q8 Ravel D is easy to brush or spray.

Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids
Water Soluble
Ancillary Products
Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids

Quenching Oils

Rust Preventative
Fluids

Q8 Bellini FN

Low viscosity and high quality high speed quenching oil for plain carbon steel tools as
well as large section alloy steel parts. The product can be removed using hot water.

Q8 Bellini NH

Q8 Bellini NH is a high viscosity quenching oil with additives to improve its oxidation
stability and prevent sludge build-up. Q8 Bellini NH is used for quenching large alloy
steel workpieces.

Q8 Bellini FNT

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

High speed quenching oil. Q8 Bellini FNT has low volatility, a high flash point, is thermal
stable and reduces the formation of sludge.
Process Oils
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Greases
Q8 Rubens WB
Blau

2

Specifications:

Q8 Rubens HT

DIN 51502 KP2N-20; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBDIB2; DIN 51502, KP2N-30; ISO 6743, ISO-L-XCDIB2

2

Specifications:

Q8 Rembrandt
EP

00, 0, 1
2, 3

2.5

2

2

0, 7, 2

0.5

Specifications:

46

A calcium-lithium grease with consistency 0 and with very good water resistance. This grease is
used for lubrication and protection of open gears, chains, steel cables, guides, etc. The grease has
extremely good adhesion and a tough lubricating film, creating resistance for huge pressures.
operating temperature of -20 ° C to +120 ° C (+150 ° C short time). Also applicable in spray
cans under the name Q8 Giotoot Special.

DIN 51502 KPGOG0.5N-30; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCDIB0.5

2

Specifications:

Q8 Rubens PMS
222

Extremely water resistant grease with a very long service life. Universal oil for the
lubrication of highly loaded sliding, ball and roller bearings at medium temperatures and
speeds. Recommended for motor vehicles, agricultural equipment, water pumps and
industrial machinery. Especially suitable for outdoor use.

DIN 51502 KP0K-20 ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBCIB0 DIN 51502 KP2K-20 ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBCIB2

Specifications:

Q8 Multi LCX

A special lithium calcium grease for applications in very humid and corrosive environments.
Operating temperatures can vary from -20°C to +130°C. It is extremely good water
resistant, has a long service life even under heavy loads.

DIN 51502 KP2.5K-20; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBCHB2.5

Specifications:

Q8 Giotto
Complex

A special lithium calcium grease for applications where the combination of heavy loads, slow
speeds and water washout exclude the use of conventional products. These conditions exist in
heavy industries such as steel and paper mills, cement works etc.

DIN 51502 KP2K-20; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBCIB2

Specifications:

Q8 Ruysdael
WR

High quality lithium soap based grease containing micronized molybdenum disulphide to provide
extra wear protection. It is particularly suited to heavily loaded applications such as a constant
velocity joints. Recommended for very heavily loaded plain- and anti-friction bearings,
couplings etc.

DIN 51502 KPF2K-30 ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCCIB2.

Specifications:

Q8 Ruysdael
SG

Multi-purpose lithium based grease with the addition of an EP additive to give excellent
anti-wear properties for plain and anti-friction bearings operating under heavy or shock-loaded
conditions. Q8 Rembrandt EP greases provide for long service life and offer rust protection even
in the presence of water.

DIN 51502 KP00K-30; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCCHB00; DIN 51502 KP0K-30;
ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCCFB0 DANIELI; DIN 51502 KP1K-30; ISO 6743; ISO-L-XCCFB1
DANIELI; MÜLLER WEINGARTEN; DIN 51502 KP2K-30; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCCFB2
DANIELI EIRICH; FLSMIDTH; ROTTNE INDUSTRIE; RUHRPUMPEN; SEW EURODRIVE;
SULZER DIN 51502 KP3K-20; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBCFB3

Specifications:

Q8 Ruysdael
CL

A premium grade lithium complex grease manufactured with mineral and synthetic base oils, for heavily
loaded plain and roller bearings operating under high temperature and severe conditions. Suitable over a
wide temperature range from -30 °C to +180 °C with peak temperatures up to 220 °C for short
periods. It contains anti-oxidants, rust Inhibitors and Extreme Pressure and anti-wear additives, giving it
long service life, excellent rust-protection water resistance and extremely good thermal stability. Applicable
for asphalt handling equipment, steel- and aluminium industry, paper mill industry and pellet pressing.

DIN 51502 KP2N-20; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBDIB2

Specifications:

Q8 Rembrandt
Moly

Lithium complex multipurpose EP grease for EP-grease for common industrial and automotive
applications. Recommended for heavily loaded plain & anti-friction bearings in industrial applications.
Also for heavy duty wheel bearings for agricultural equipment and equipment operating at high
temperatures as well as heavily loaded HGV and buses. Operating temperature from -30 °C up to +150
°C (briefly 200 °C).

Green multipurpose grease for maritime field and civil engineering, Agriculture equipment and
Transport sector. Suitable for applications with extreme pressure. This lithium calcium grease for
humid and corrosive environments provides an excellent resistance to shocks and vibration. This
grease is highly water resistant (even against salt water), which guarantees a long life and
excellent corrosion protection.

DIN 51502 KP2K-20 ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCBDB2

2

Is a premium synthetic lithium complex grease engineered for heavily loaded plain and roller
bearings operating under severe conditions. Suitable over a wide range from -40° till +200°C
with peak temperatures up to 220°C for short periods. It is formulated to give high levels of
wear protection, rust & oxidation protection, thermal stability and water and steam resistance.
The viscosity of the base oil is about 220 mm²/s.

DIN 51502 KPHC2N-40 ; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XDDIB2

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid

Q8 Rubens PMS
462

2

Specifications:

Q8 Rubens EM

DIN 51502 KPHC2N-40 ; ISO-L-XEDIB2

2

Specifications:

Q8 Rubens EM

Is a premium synthetic lithium complex grease engineered for heavily loaded plain and roller
bearings operating under severe conditions. Suitable over a wide range from -40° till +200°C
with peak temperatures up to 220°C for short periods. It is formulated to give high levels of
wear protection, rust & oxidation protection, thermal stability and water and steam resistance.
The viscosity of the base oil is about 460mm²/s.

3

Is high quality lithium complex grease engineered for the lubrication of electric motors. It gives
high levels of wear protection, rust and oxidation protection and suitable for high speed
bearing applications.

Motorcycle
Engine Oils

STOU

UTTO

DIN 51502 KP2N-30 ; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCDHB2

Marine Oils

Is high quality lithium complex grease engineered for the lubrication of electric motors. It gives
high levels of wear protection, rust and oxidation protection and suitable for high speed
bearing applications.

Gas Engine Oils

Specifications:

DIN 51502 KP3N-30 ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCDEB3

Q8 Renoir EP
142

Q8 Renoir EP 142 is a biodegradable supreme multi-purpose EP-grease formulated specifically
for applications in sensitive natural environments. Such as: Farm and forestry environments,
Marine and fishery and aquaculture. Water treatment sites, Water ways, dams and locks
Mining, construction and earthmoving equipment.

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

DIN 51502 KP2H-18 ; ISO 6743 L-X-ABIB2

Industrial Gear Oils

Q8 Rodin EP 202 is premium quality calcium sulphonate complex thickened grease
recommended for: Continuous casting machines, Ladle turret bearings, Work roll bearing in
steel industry, Wet and dry rolls in paper industry, Pulp making machines Off highway
applications like asphalt equipment and spherical roller bearings operating up to 150°C.

Chain Oils

DIN 51502 KP2N-25 ; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XB(F)DIB2

Compressor Oils

Q8 Redon PTFE is a high performance product especially suitable for applications in aggressive
environments and at elevated temperatures. The grease is also suitable for the lubrication of
components working in the presence of pressurised oxygen or in food processing areas.

Pneumatic Oils

2

Specifications:

Q8 Rodin EP
202

2

Specifications:

Q8 Redon PTFE

1.5

Specifications:

Hydraulic Fluids

DIN 51502 KFK1,5U-35; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XCGHA1,5; NSF-H1

Heat Transfer Oils

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

Food & Beverage Lubricants

Neat Forming Oils

Q8 Rossini CO

46, 100

Specifications:

Q8 Rossini CH

150,
460
2

Suitable for the
following applications:

Q8 Rossini G

150,
220

Suitable for the
following applications:

DIN 51517 PART 3, CATEGORY CLP

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes

Grease for use in the food industry. Q8 Rossini EP is a high performance grease with EP
properties for medium speed bearings, offering good adhesive properties and good
resistance to cold and hot water. Suitable for sliding and roller bearings and linkages.
Suitable for occasional contact with food products. Operating temperatures from
-30 °C up to +120 °C.

Electric Discharge
Machining Oil

Gear oil for use in the food and pharmaceutical industry. Q8 Rossini G is a fully synthetic
multipurpose oil based on PAO for heavy duty industrial gears and permits considerably longer
oil change intervals. It is an outstanding product due to its trouble-free operation at low and
high temperatures.

Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

DIN 51517 PART 3, CATEGORY CLP

32, 68

Specifications:

Q8 Rossini P

Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

Mainly used on drive and conveyor chains. Can also be used for circular lubrication
and industrial gears.

DIN 51502 KP2K-20; ISO 6743 ISO-L-XBCEB2

Specifications:

Q8 Rossini HMG

Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids

DIN 51506, CATEGORY VDL

Specifications:

Q8 Rossini EP

Food grade compressor lubricant for piston compressors and vacuum pumps.

Food grade hydraulic oil suitable for use on food industry and pharmaceutical industry
equipment. The use of fully synthetic base oils permits longer oil change intervals.
Good filtration.

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV DIN 51524, PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP

15

Food grade oil spray.
Process Oils

ISO 11158, CATEGORY HV DIN 51524, PART 3, CATEGORY HVLP
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Ancillary Products
Technical Support

Process Oils
Q8 Paganini

155, 370, 470, 475,
1000,1350,1500, 2500,
3000, 4500

Q8 Induco

12, 19, 29, 44, 60, 68, 84
95,100, 105, 115, 125,145
145, 150, 220, 300, 475

The Q8 Induco oils are highly refined, unmarked, paraffin-based special oils with a
wide viscosity spectrum for industrial applications. The Q8 Induco oils do not
discolour even after long periods of time, they are brightly coloured and low-odour.

Ancillary Products
Q8 Antifreeze
Long Life Premix

Q8 Antifreeze Long Life Premix forms a cooling liquid based on mono ethylene glycol that
transfers the heat of the engine to the radiator and which protects the engine against corrosion,
freezing and boiling. The Long Life of the coolant is obtained by non-depleting corrosion
inhibitors. Q8 Antifreeze Long Life Premix is amine-, nitrite-, phosphate-, borate- and silicate free.
Replacement of the antifreeze is recommended after 4 years.

Specifications:

ASTM D3306/D4985; NATO S-759; VW/Audi/Seat TL774D(G12) & TL774F(G12+);
VW TL774G (G12++); SAE J1034; JASO M325; Opel QL130100; John Deere H24B1/C1;
BS 6580; Önorm V5123; GM6277M; Caterpillar; Afnor R15-601; Cummins 90T8-4;
Renault 40-01-001; FVV Heft R443; Ford WSS-M97B44-B ; Volvo; DAF 74002;
PSA B715110; Mitsubishi MHI (Volvo engines); MTU MTL 5048
MAN 324 SNF; MB 325.3

Q8Oils Recommendations:

Q8 Antifreeze
Long Life

Q8 Antifreeze Long Life is a concentrate which, when mixed with water, transfers the heat from
the combustion engine to the coolant system and protects the engine against corrosion, freezing
and overheating. Suitable for use in the coolant systems of all passenger cars, utility vehicles,
buses and stationary combustion engines.

Specifications:

ASTM D3306/D4985; NATO S-759; VW/Audi/Seat TL774D(G12) & TL774F(G12+);
VW TL 774G (G12++); SAE J1034; JASO M325; Opel QL130100; John Deere H24B1/C1;
BS 6580; Önorm V5123; GM6277M; Caterpillar; Afnor R15-601; Cummins 90T8-4;
Renault 40-01-001; FVV Heft R443; Ford WSS-M97B44-B; Ford CRM 8229; Volvo;
DAF 74002; PSA B715110; Scania TB 1451; Mitsubishi MHI (Volvo engines); MTU MTL 5048
GE JENBACHER; MAN 324 SNF; MWM
MB 325.3; MAN 324 SNF

Approvals:
Q8Oils Recommendations:
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Q8 Antifreeze
Premix

This is a premixed ethylene glycol-based coolant for modern, high performance, water-cooled
vehicles. It contains highly efficient additives, and is therefore recommended as a coolant for
all motor vehicles and industrial engines. Suitable for use in motors made from cast iron,
aluminium, and from a combination of these metals, and coolant systems made from aluminium
and copper alloys.

Specifications:

AFNOR R15-601; ASTM D 3306; BS 6580; FVV HEFT R 443; SAE J 1034

Q8 Brake Fluid Pro

High performance braking fluid for hydraulic braking and clutch systems for passenger cars,
heavy goods vehicles and motorcycles.

Specifications:

FMVSS 116 DOT 3; FMVSS 116 DOT 4; SAE J 1703

Q8 Multi-Spray

This Multispray is a spraying agent offering cleaning, lubrication, protection and
demoulding properties.

Q8 Degreasing
Fluid B

Degreasing fluid for cleaning of machinery, vehicles and floors of workshops.
(Biodegradable according to the OECD 301 D closed bottle test).

Q8 Degreasing
Fluid HFB

A high flash point, emulsifiable degreasing fluid for cleaning machinery, vehicles and floors
of workshops with strong penetration performance of dirty oily deposits. It may be applied
undiluted and rinsed afterwards with cold water without gel formation. (Biodegradable according
to the OECD 301 D closed bottle test).

Engine Oils
Transmission
Fluid
Automatic
Transmission
Fluid
Motorcycle
Engine Oils

technical service and support

STOU

With the supply of our products comes strong technical support, service quality
standards verified by ISO accreditations, high profile marketing and a serious
commitment to growing long term relationships with our customers.

UTTO

Experienced sales, technical support, customer service professionals and a worldwide
delivery network means we can consistently deliver the highest levels of customer
service and after sales back up supporting this commitment.

Marine Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Hydraulic Fluids

Research and Development

Consistency of Lubrication

Q8Oils has three research and development
laboratories which in addition to development can
assure our customers of the back-up and support
they expect from one of the most established
brands in the wire and tube industries.

The consistency of the lubrication with newer
generation copper wire drawing lubricants can
be demonstrated and proven with both laboratory
analyses and in live factory applications.

The lubricant is perhaps the smallest cost
item in the process but remains one of the
most influential in terms of productivity and
performance of the production line.

Turbine &
Circulation Oils

Industrial Gear Oils

Under controlled identical conditions product
technologies can be cross-referenced and
compared in our laboratories.

Chain Oils

Artificial aging under set criteria provide very
stringent conditions for wire drawing emulsion
evaluation and analyses.

Compressor Oils

Pneumatic Oils

The unique co-efficient of friction equipment
used to determine the wire to capstan lubrication
film performance is also used through the
emulsion testing. (Fig 2)

Heat Transfer Oils

This equipment is the only test method which
utilises actual wire drawing equipment to
measure a drawing emulsion’s lubricating
performance and can be considered a more
powerful result than more traditional oil
industry lubrication test methods such as
Falex or Reichert.

Rolling emulsion quench analysis

Support
Technical Service and Support is to assist the
customer maintaining the product to deliver the
best performance in the application, our technical
support can include all aspects of the process and
not just Condition Monitoring Analysis. (Fig 1).
• Product Selection
• Emulsion Preparation and Water Quality Advice
• Comprehensive Emulsion Condition Monitoring
• Emulsion Lubrication, evaluation and advice
• Rolling emulsion quench analysis
• Health and Safety Advice
• Training
• Emulsion Disposal Advice
• System Design and Filtration recommendations
• Equipment recommendations
• Technical Helplines
• Local Stock, Expertise and Support

Transformer Oils

Demoulding Oils
Neat Metal
Working Fluids

The results from this artificial aging process can
demonstrate differences from one technology of
wire drawing lubricant to another. The lubrication
level is monitored to determine if the
performance is consistent throughout the
emulsion life. This is compared with the tail off
in lubrication performance commonly seen with
lesser quality products. (Fig 3)

Neat Forming Oils
Water Soluble
Metalwoking Fluids
Water Soluble
Ancillary Products

A combination of products and application
knowledge, research and development capabilities
and a world wide presence makes Q8Oils the
perfect business partner. Our mission is to be the
product and solution providers by continuing to
invest in the rolling and drawing lubricant
technology that will protect the long term
profitability of our customer and the environment.

Machine Tool &
Slideway Lubes
Electric Discharge
Machining Oil
Wire & Tube
Drawing Oils/Fluids
Rust Preventative
Fluids

Quenching Oils

Greases
Food & Beverage
Lubricants

Process Oils

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3
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Ancillary Products
Technical Support

Notes
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www.Q8Oils.com

